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A series of five 15-Minute radio 
shows — written and directed by 

ARCH OBOLER—preceded each of 

the 200 special engagements of 

this attraction! 

More than 90 million listeners were 

reached by this series of broadcasts 

over all the leading networks. 



OF SHOW BUSINESS! 

very program carried Specific 

Theatre-and-Date announcements 

PLUS a continued series of unusual 

station-break messages and other | 

big localized radio promotions 

such as never before accomplished. 

The big NEW in theatre-radio 

ballyhoo! 
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ark | i started his literary career with the world-famous story of "The 

Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" and WARNER BROS. made showmanship 

history with The Jumping Frog Exhibitions from coast-to-coast. And here’s 

the story in pictures and newspaper breaks : 
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SET UP YOUR OWN FROG JUMPING EXHIBITION | 
1. Contact all local boys clubs, civic centers, 

high schools and social welfare agencies 
and arrange for them to pick their repre- 
sentative frog jumping teams to compete 
in a community contest, to be staged 
either in your own theatre or in a local 
community auditorium. 

2. Announce prizes for winner and runners- 
up through newspapers, in lobby display 
and in printed giveaway, described in 
next paragraph. Prizes can consist of 
War Bonds and guest seats to your 
opening. 

3. Print advance giveaway or program de- 
tailing contest’s rules, prizes and other 
pertinent information. Be sure to include 
your playdate. Suggested general copy 
for giveaway to read as follows: 

“THE JUMPING FROG 

OF CALAVERAS” 

While out West prospecting for gold, Mark Twain 
heard a remarkable story. It concerned a certain gold 
prospector and how he won a sporting event in which 
the contestants were jumping frogs. 

In 1863, Mark ‘wain, today America’s most be- 
loved humorist, wrote that story and a magazine pub- 

lished it. The story won Mark Twain his first 
recognition as a writer and during Civil War days 
it was printed from one end of the country to the 
other. Millions have laughed with Mark ‘Twain 
about his famous jumping frogs of Calaveras County. 

The Mark Twain Frog Jumping Championship to 
be held (Date) at (Place) is inspired by this famous 
Twain story of the jumping frogs. To this day, men 
in Angels Camp, Calaveras County, California, an- 
nually observe the frog jumping event in Mark 
‘Twain’s memory. 

FROG JUMPING RULES 

Frogs jump from a starting point and are allowed 
three jumps; the distance from the starting point to 
the end of their third jump being the official distance. 
(Reason for the three jumps is that a frog’s first jump 
is usually a “get set” jump; his big jump may either be 
recorded on his second or third attempt. ) 

The jumping arena will be a series of circles three or 
five feet apart; starting point exactly in the center. 

(The reason for the circles is so that spectators mav 
quickly estimate the distance jumped by each frog.) 

The distance jumped by each frog is measured by 
contest officials. 

FROG FACTS 

One of the secrets of successful frog jumping is to 

train the frog to jump in a straight line during his 

three jumps; the distance from the starting point to 

the end of his third jump is the only official mark. 

Should a frog make two jumps in a straight line and 

then reverse his field and jump back toward the start- 

ing point he loses his first two attempts. 

‘ 

TRAINING OF FROGS 

Some owners favor various methods. It is important, 

however, that the frogs be kept in a cool, dark, and 
somewhat damp place immediately prior to the jump. 

A frog usually will jump away from the sun and 
will jump better if jumping towards water. (Frog 
owners are not permitted to use any mechanical or 
artificial device in urging frogs to jump.) A flick of 
the thumb is permitted on the first jump, but after 
that the owner is not permitted to touch the frog. 
(Vocal encouragement from the cheering sections is 
permitted. ) 

If the frog does not jump on any one of his three 
tries in sixty seconds it is immediately disqualified. 
(The official world’s record is 15 feet, 10 inches, and 
was set in Angels Campvseveral years ago.) 

Experience indicates that medium sized frogs are 
better jumpers than big, heavy frogs. (However, there 
are always exceptions. ) 

FOOD 
Regard to a frog’s diet, they will eat nothing dead ; 

their food consists of live flies, live insects. They should 

not be immersed in water, but should be kept damp. 

It is suggested that special box stables be provided. 

4. Arrange for continuing newspaper cov- 
erage of the event, starting with frogs’ 
training sessions and winding up with 
invitation by winner to meet any other 
winner from nearby city for a regional 
competition. 

= 



NEWS AND RADIO BREAKS 
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THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTER is the famous “Jumping 
Frog of Calaveras” story, which launched Mark Twain as | | 
America’s greatest humorat. He wrote the story to 
make money to marry his sweetheart, mining failing. 
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Hanging up another record for ‘“‘The Adventures 

of Mark Twain,” this interesting 10-page feature lay-out in Life Magazine 

appeared in the issue of May 8, 1944. Never before was a film alloted this 

much space in the magazine. Blow up direct from press sheet for lobby or 

out-front display, or reproduce for program inserts, giveaways or window 

stickers. Be sure to mention your playdate. 
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WON BY 

educational societies continue to pour in, in un- 
precedented numbers. Shown here are three of 

these important awards—from Teachers’ Union, 

the Mark Twain Commission and Scholastic 

Magazine. And, below, are selected illustrations 

showing the Special Mark Twain Memorial Cere- 

monies held at New York University’s Hall of 

Fame and the pilot wheel presented to Warners 

by the Propeller Club of the U. S. 

“vv (Tops, don’t miss) (Worthwhile) “(So-so) 

rales THE ADVENTURES OF MARK 
wer TWAIN (Warner Bros. Di- 

rected by Irving Rapper. 
Produced by Jesse L. Lasky.) 

THE EDITORS award the Blue Rib- 
bon for April to Warner Brothers for 
their production, The Adventures of 
Mark Twain. Their pictorial homage to 
the great humorist shows him also as 
a great human being and philosopher. 

We are introduced to Mark Twain on 

the day of his birth in 1835, when Hal- Ribbon Award’ for that the profes- 
ley’s Comet flamed across the sky. Mark, the outstanding sional: humorist's 
born plain Samuel L. Clemens, later picture of April goes ot is not always 
took this celestial phenomenon as a per- to Warner Bros. ela H 

f for their production nappy one. He 
sonal omen of good fortune. Fortune, Mark: Twain made a good deal 
however, was slow in nodding his way. : of money, and 
He had several brief and inglorious {oct jt all through generosity and poor 
careers as a printer, a soldier in the judgment. 

Civil War, and a gold miner on the Fredric March does thegcharacteri- 
Pacific slope. But he was more success- zation of Mark Twain fullsjustice. He 
ful as a steamboat pilot on the Missis- enables you to understand the timeless 
sippi and a newspaper reporter in Vir- charm of the man whose writings hold 
ginia City, Nevada. appeal for both adults and children. 

The West was wild and woolly in 
Mark’s day, and he found plenty of 
material for literary sketches. They were “4 
usually burlesques of local characters 
and conditions. He signed them “Mark 
Twain,” a river term meaning two fath- 
oms of water. One of these sketches he 
sent to ar Eastern paper. It was The 
Story of the Jumping Frog, and it 
leaped around the world, carrying Mark 
Twain's fame with it. 

Mark then went on a series of lec- 

ae ae Award 

s : 

ture tours, and ; 
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ber One gag man g 
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PROPELLER CLUB 
GIVES PILOT WHEEL 

Still available. Write for Still MTX69-D, 10c, to Still 
Editor, Warner Bros., 321 W. 44 St., N.Y.C. 

@ Blow up for lobby display. 
Copy in center of wheel reads as follows: ‘The 
Propeller Club of the United States, Port of St. 
Louis, Mo., Presents this river boat pilot wheel to 
commemorate the Eighty-fifth Anniversary of the 
Issuance of a Pilot’s License to Mark Twain to 
Warner Brothers for their superb portrayal of 
river pilots in the film “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain’ on Tuesday afternoon the Eighth of April 
in the Mark Twain Hotel, St. Louis.” 

OP AWARDS 

‘MARK TWAIN’ 
As we go to press, honors from the nation’s top 
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Here's How To Put 
This Page To Work 

Rarely has a motion picture re- 

ceived the kind and quantity of 

awards from important national or- 

ganizations as have been accorded 

the production of Warner Bros.’ “The 

Adventures of Mark Twain.” There 

may be a branch of one of these or- 
ganizations in your community. If 

so, perhaps you can get them to co- 

operate by sponsoring your opening 

night performance. 

Blow up awards direct from press- 

book either individually or in a com- 

bination layout for advance lobby 

display, or print for program insert 

or special counter display cards for 

bookstores, libraries, etc. 

Adventures of Mark Th 

of their Educati 
fwain: the Servic: 

i Bureau. anal other 

Teachers’ 
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Award 

HALL OF FAME 
TWAIN CEREMONY 

@ The above illustration 

shows the start of the stirring ceremony 

celebrating New York University’s 

Hall of Fame Special Mark Twain 
Memorial Program. Jesse Lasky and 

Fredric March both took part in the 
colorful proceedings which were at- 

tended by various dignitaries in the 

field of education. 



A FULL-COLOR 
PICTORIAL MAP 
OF MARK TWAIN'S 
LIFE... AVAILABLE 

MANY USES! 

q Approximately 50,000 

copies of this biographical map of Mark 

Twain printed in 4-colors have been 

distributed to public libraries, second- 

ary schools, YMCA’s, departments of 

the National Education Association 

and bookstores, with the cooperation of 

Scholastic Magazine and Harper & 

Bros., Publishers. Everywhere the map 

has provoked tremendous interest and 

received the highest praise. 

@ 

@ Shown here in black and 

white in reduced size (the overall mea- 

surements are 31” wide by 213” deep), 

this colorful, interesting accessory is 

made available to you at 7c per copy for 

display locally in bookstores, libraries, 

schools, etc., which may not have been 

covered in the general distribution. It 

can also be used for advance or current 

lobby display either alone or in combin- 

ation with additional stills from the 

film and/or special Mark Twainiana. 

For copies of your Mark Twain 4-Color 

Map, 7c each—write to: 

Campaign Plan Editor 

WARNER BROS. 

321 W. 44 St. 

New York 18, New York 

10 

Here’s 
@ This map has been prepared with three 

main objectives: 1) to present a colorful pictorial life story of the 

great American humorist; 2) to serve as background for study and 

discussion of Mark Twain, and as stimulus to reading books by and 

about him; and 3) to enhance an appreciation of the motion pic- 

ture, “THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN.” You can 

employ the following guide in suggesting its use to local schools, 

libraries, community centers, etc. 

@ Scenes from the picture, ranging clockwise 

around the border, make the map a practical visual aid. On the map 

itself, figures 1 through 37 represent highlights in the life of Mark 



how to use the Map: 
Twain by means of drawings and explanatory captions. 

The figures may be studied in order, giving a chrono- 

logical survey of Twain’s career; or they may be viewed 

at random. The map has been designed to serve the 

purpose of study, exploration, and browsing. 

A. For Libraries—The details on the map should serve 

as excellent background material for special exhibits 

of Mark Twain items. The map also lends itself to his- 

torical material on the period covered by Twain’s life. 

B. For Schools and Colleges—A Mark Twain map 
suggests many interesting projects for English, His- 

tory, Art, and Vocational classes. Placed on a bulletin 

board, the map may keynote other Twain material and 

may be used for a study of Twain’s life, for reading 

programs, historical background, and various art ac- 

tivities such as drawing Twain characters, reconstruct- 

ing scenes in Twain’s books, etc. 

C. For Clubs and Community Centers—The map not 

only makes a decorative addition to bulletin boards and 

wall space; it suggests readings and forum discussions, 

group theatre parties, and also offers a representation 

of American ideals as portrayed through the life of a 
great democratic figure. 

Be sure your playdate 1s mentioned where- 
ever map 1s used in above manner. 

11 
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POPULAR-PRICED 

EDITION PUBLISHED 

BY GROSSET & DUNLAP 

@ “The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” by Albert Bigelow Paine (originally 

published under the title, ““Boys Life Of Mark 

Twain,”) has been specially prepared in a new 

Grosset & Dunlap popular priced edition, for 

sale in thousands of book, drug and department 

stores throughout the country. This is the edi- 

tion which served as the basis of the nationwide 

Harper & Bros.—Grosset & Dunlap display 

contest outlined below: 

PUBLISHERS WIDE 
PROMOTION 
SELLS FILM 

@ The most extensive book 

promotion in recent years was launched 

by Harper & Bros. and Grosset & Dunlap, 

publishers of the Mark Twain books, in 

connection with the release of the film. 

Key to the whole drive was the re- 

cently published popular priced edition 

of the book (shown above) whose spe- 

cially designed jacket features Fredric 

March as Mark Twain on the cover and 

carries scenes from the Warner produc- 

tion on the back cover. 
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SPECIAL ‘MARK TWAIN’ 
3AND FOR JACKET OF 
GARDEN CITY EDITION 

Including dozens Including Twain’s own story of his youth— 
of the characters the immortal TOM and HUCK—the celebrated 

and scenes of 

the great movie, 

ADVENTURES 

JUMPING FROG—and dozens of other scenes 

and characters of the great new movie, 

sh THE ADVENTURES 
mark twain OF MARK TWAIN 

ONLY 

$749 
IN THIS EDITION 

@ Another Mark Twain book tie-up, this 

special band featuring the motion picture version of ‘““The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain,” is being used by the Garden City Publish- 

ing Co. around all copies of their edition of “The Favorite Works 

of Mark Twain,” which sells for $2.49. 
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TOs n this 

HARPER & BROTHERS 
PUBLISHERS 

New YORK AND LONDON 

49 East 33° StHEET. NEWYORK, 16, N.Y, 

March 24, 1944, 

Dear Bookseller: 

As the publishers of the complete works of Mark Twain and because we 

believe that everything possible should be done in times like these to broaden the 

sane and healing influence of Mark Twairf's philosophy upon American life, we are 

happy to cooperate with Grosset & Dunlap in offering these prizes for the most 

effective window displays to feature the simultaneous release of a remarkable motion 

picture, THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN, and the book upon which it is based, a new 

G & D Dollar Edition carrying the same title. Having seen the preview of the picture, 

we feel that it will be a moving and heart-warming experience for many Americans which 

will make them anxious to know and possess some of his best-loved books. 

All details of the prize contest are contained in the accompanying letter 

from Grosset & Dunlap, with helpful suggestions as to the building of a striking and 

profitable display, We urge you to read these with great care. May we also suggest 

that you consider seriously the inclusion in your display of a complete set of Mark 

Twain or at least a number of the important Twain volumes available only in Harper 

editions? For your convenience, we are listing on the reverse side of this letter 

the Twain titles available in the Uniform Trade Edition and also those we publish 

in Illustrated Holiday Editions. 

We believe this to be an important and worthwhile venture. Our best 

wishes to you for a very successful and profitable campaign. 

Sincerely, 

Harper & Brothers 

@ Highlight of this tie-up cam- 

paign was a sponsored contest for over 4000 book- 

stores and department stores, tying in the picture 

and the Twain books. Publishers’ Weekly, leading 

book trade publication, carried full information 

concerning this nationwide book-film promotion. 

@ To all competing stores, the 

following material was made available: 

1) Pictorial Map of the Life of Mark Twain (il- 

lustrated in this pressbook on pp. 10-11). 

2) Window poster announcing: “A pictorial map 

depicting the life of Mark Twain. See Warner 

Bros.’ “The Adventures of Mark Twain.’ Read 

Albert Bigelow Paine’s stirring book on which 
the picture is based. Price only $1.00.” 



IN BOOK-FILM PROMOTION 

BRENTANOS 
RECOMMEND 

THESE WINDOWS 

AND MANY MORE 

HELP CAMPAIGN 
@ Reproduced here are 

six of the many hundreds of bookshop 

and department store contestants’ win- 

dow displays in connection with the 

Mark ‘Twain Window Contest. Repre- 

sented here are Bamberger’s (Newark), 

Methodist Publishing House (Kansas 

City), Brentano’s ( Philadelphia), Penn- 

sylvania Drug Co. (New York City), 

Grosset & Dunlap (New York City) 

and Doubleday, Doran Bookshops 

(New York City). Multiply these six 

windows by one hundred or more and 

you get some idea of the enormous cov- 

erage given this film-and-book promo- 

tion all over the country. You can pro- 

mote similar displays with the cooper- 

ation of your local bookstores. 

YOU CAN SET UP 

YOUR OWN LOCAL 

BOOK WINDOW CONTEST 

@ Plenty remains to be done. There 

are many bookshops and department stores which were 

unable to compete in the Harper Bros.’-Grosset & 

Dunlap Contest because of the time limit. Sponsor your 

own local contest along the same lines, offering war 

bond prizes for winners, guest seats for runners-up. Use 

stills of winning windows in current lobby display. In 

addition, an effort should be made to get co-op news- 

paper ads, to arrange for distribution of book marks, 

book display in lobby, displays in circulating libraries 

and school reading rooms, etc. Be sure your playdate 

is credited in displays. 

HARPERS PUBLISHES 

TWO EDITIONS OF THESE 

BOOKS BY MARK TWAIN 

Uniform Trade Edition (Cloth) The $30,000 Bequest, and 
CUTER EOLIES 3 Geko. ccangs eae 

The American Claimant ... .$2.50 

ae The Adventures of Tom 
Christian Science... 2.0.6. 4. 2.50 Siqeee ike ee 2.25 

A nee ones in King 250) Tom Sawyer Abroad ....... 2.50 

Following The Equator..... 2.75 A ‘Tramp Abroad ......... 2.75 

; What Is Man? and Other 
The Gilded Age ....-.---- 2.79 EESCAV SN Oe Aa Bemeiy Oe 2.50 

a of Huckleberry Bee Mysterious Sinber sual 

Mires hy area aR eid : Other Storips 3 Ret eas 250 

In Def f Harriet Shelle 
et yee ee aa. - 2.75 Europe and Elsewhere ...... 2.50 

The Innocents Abroad ..... py Be TIilustrated Holiday Editions 

A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Pertiiars Court. ioe ey 2.50 

Personal Recollections of 
"Poanob Arc 2.22 00k apa Bin le di bs 

Life on the Mississippi. ..-.- - As Pie Adwentutes iat buiecic 
Berhy Pie sk ea en at ees 1225 

The Man that Corrupted Had- 

leyburg, and Other Essays Personal Recollections of 
and Stories ...-+-++e++> 2.50 FOALS ASE IIS rate. 4's Were 2.50 

The Prince and The Pauper. . 2.25 Life on the Mississippi ..... 1.25 

’ Moises eat eee ES bs, 
Pudd’nhead Wilson The Prince and The Pauper. . 1.25 

Rouenine (bese w eee oe 3.00 
The i iounries of “Tom 

Sketches New and Old ...... 2.50 Spee 5 Soh akin ocx kb 1.25 



MARK TWAIN. 
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Hut e, War Fort < and Stamps. — 

“GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 
REACHES 12 MILLION 

Good House- 

keeping Magazine, 

through its Club 

Service, issued 

22,000 special Mark 

Twain pamphlets 

combining a specific 

recommendation of 

the picture with sug- 

gested discussion 

topics. These 

pamphlets were dis- 

tributed to women’s 

clubs throughout 

the country whose 

total estimated membership is 12,000,000. 

Contact your local Womens’ Clubs inviting 
them to attend a special ‘Ladies’ Advance Mati- 

nee’ and arrange for newspaper coverage. Dis- 
tribute comment cards and incorporate more im- 

portant comments in your local ads or lobby dis- 
plays. Promote intra-club discussions about the 
film. 

WARNERS’ SPECIAL 

DISCUSSION GUIDE 
Published in cooperation with the Mark 

Twain Association of America, 50,000 copies of 

this 16-page brochure were distributed to sup- 

plement the Pictorial Map (see pp. 10, 11 in this 

pressbook) and the War Bond Poster (described 

above). Its contents include an introduction by 

Willard E. Givens, Executive Secretary of the 

National Education Association, an evaluation 

of the film by George Ade, famous American 

author and humorist; a biographical note on 

Twain; an historical note on T'wain’s times; a 

bibliography of books by and about Mark 

Twain; notes on making the film; as weli as 

various study and discussion topics for the schools 

and libraries and a special note on Mark Twain 

by Benjamin Fine, Education Editor of the 

Nay ames. 

A limited number of these pamphlets are 

still available. Write for Mark Twain Discussion 

Guide, 10c per copy, to Warner Bros.’ Campaign. 

Plan Editor, 321 W. 44th Street, New York 

1S ING ee 

(for example, 

ALL TIME HIGH IN 
SCHOOL DISTRIBUTION 

FOR WAR BOND POSTER 

@ Prepared as a Warner Bros.’ con- 

tribution to the U. S. Treasury bond drive and dis- 

tributed to schools throughout the nation, this war 

bond poster supplemened the 50,000 Pictorial Maps 

of the Life of Mark Twain (described on pp. 10-11 

in this pressbook ) and the special Discussion Guides 

(see below) simultaneously with the specal two hun- 

dred nationwide advance showings of the film. 

Arrange for a display of the Mark Twain Maps 

and Guides in your schools concurrent with your 

playdate; if these schools have had a display, a new 

one may be suggested covering a different phase 

if the first covered Mark Twain’s 

books, the second might stress an incident in his life, 

particularly if he lived in or visited your town). 

THREE MORE TOP EDUCATIONAL TIE-UPS 
@ Numerous other edu- 

cational tie-ups are still coming in as we 
go to press. Among them are: Harper 
& Bros. school department is sending 
out a special library bulletin tying in 
“Twain” with the Harper books. The 
material includes a strong plug for the 
film. 

Another instance of extensive educa- 
tional cooperation (just one of dozens 
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like it) : the head of the English depart- 
ment of the Board of Education in Syra- 
cuse, N.Y. sent out the following notice 
to all schools coincident with the local 
engagement of the film: 

“Don’t let your pupils miss any ad- 

vantage you can help them gain from 

the coming of this picture to Syracuse 
. . . Let’s try to make this beloved 

author real for our boys and girls as 
we've never been able to before.” 

The text of Professor John T. Frede- 
rick’s “Of Men and Books” program 
over CBS, featuring Jesse L. Lasky and 
Franklin J. Meine of the Mark Twain 
Association (see pp. 6-7 in this press- 
book) was published by Northwestern 
University as an educational service. 



among the hundreds of educational magazines and 

newspapers published in cities across the country has 

resulted in the most complete educational coverage 

ever accorded a motion picture. Besides the space 
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illustrated here, (above: 2 page picture spread in Scho- 

lastic, still and lead review in Child Life, 1 page of 

pictures and comment in Open Road For Boys) the film 

was also accorded cover and 5 pages in Film & Radio 

Discussion Guide Magazine, as well as extensive plugs 

in the Phi Beta Kappa Key Report, Student Life, Wil- 

son Library Bulletin, American Library Association 

publications and State Teacher Magazine. 

books for prizes. 

Baltimore, Md. 

Boston, Mass. 

Buffalo, N.Y: 

Chicago, III. 

Cincinnati, O. 

Cleveland, O. 

Columbia, Mo. 

Elmira, N:Y: 

Hartford, Conn. 

Memphis, Tenn. 

SCHOLASTIC 
ESSAY CONTEST 

@ A national Essay 

and Editorial Writing Contest on the 

subject of Mark Twain was sponsored 

by Scholastic Magazine in cooperation 

with the Mark Twain Association in the 

various school newspapers and maga- 

zines throughout the country. In addi- 

tion to war bond and cash prizes, Har- 

per Bros., Garden City Publishing Com- 

pany and Limited Editions, all publish- 

ers of Mark Twain books, made avail- 

able a quantity of sets of Mark Twain 

is, in my opinion, one of the best teaching tools yet 

i ty developed for the difficult task of making a theatrical 

feature of true educational value. 

@ Mark Twain visited or 

lived in many cities across the entire 

country. If yours is in the list below, 

then search your newspaper morgue for 

old items of special interest, for advance 

or current display for school bulletin 

boards, in bookstores, department stores, 

etc., or in your own lobby. The cities are: 

New London, Mo. 

New Orleans, La. 

New. York: IN. Y; 

Carson City, Colo. Norfolk, Va. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Quincy, Ill. 

Sacramento, Cal. 

St. Joseph, Mo. 

St. Louis, Mo. 

San Francisco, Cal. for distribution to schools, _ li- 

Washington, D.C. 

SCHOOL PROMOTION: 
VAST COVERAGE IN 
EDUCATIONAL FIELD 

@ An intensive publicity campaign 

PRAISE FOR 
SCHOOL AIDS 

EDUCATIONAL 
SCREEN 

EVOTED 10 AUDIO VISUAL AIDS IN EDUCATION 

The Adventures of Mark Twain 

EAE is a theatrical production that should win not 
only high success at the boxoffice but enthusiastic” 

approval and support frony the whole educational field 

It not only brings to life for the rising generation a great 

American writer who died a generation ago, but will 

seta host of young and old to reading, or re-reading. 

the works of the ever beloved Mark Twain. 

The schools will have no excuse for failure to get 

maximum educational. values from this theatrica! 

achievement. Warner Brothers’ Educational Bureac 

has taken care to provide teachers with everything 

needed: (1) Three mimeo sheets give full technical data 

on the film, the elaborate cast of 119 names, and a finely 

detailed and complete synopsis of the picture contents ; 
(2) .\ Discussion Guide (described below); (3) A 

Pictorial Map, as colorful as Mark Twain's career, 

visualizing events where they occurred in this country 
and abroad, the sequence shown by serial numbers as 

hewildering in their unpredictable jumps as the per- 

formance of his famous Jumping Frog. This map is 
an irresistible feature for the school Bulletin Board. 

The Discussion Guide deserves particular comment. 

This fine bit of work moved our old friend, William F. 

Kruse. Manager Films Division, Bell and Howell Com- 
pany. to a pitch of enthusiasm quite equal to our own— 

and we quote: “Unquestionably the picture is one of 
the finest contributions of the industry, and this Guide 

“Willard Givens, in an excellent introduction, points 

out that its purpose is ‘to give the teacher a dignified 

and useful instrument for correlating a good motion 

picture that is intrinsically educational with the study 

in the classroom’. The organization of the Discussion 
Guide is sound. It begins ‘Using this Brochure’ and 
continues with biographical notes, an appreciation by 

George .\de. significant details on the making of the 
picture. the social back ound of Mark Twain's life, 

suggested projects. discussion topics, essay subjects, 
library activities, a list of Mark Twain's books, and an- 

other list of works about him. Two 5 x 8 stills are 

slipped into the brochure for use on the bulletin board. 

Tee oily ‘plug’ that Warner gets, and it is entirely 

justifiable, is a list of other forthcoming films, definitely 
with ‘school’ possibilities. 

“I would like to see this type of campaign put on for 

every educationally worthy theatrical film, in the hope 

that the welcome given to such pictures by the school 
population would encourage all producers to raise their 

sights as Warners have done and convince all that they 

are thus contributing permanent values to our national 

culture, the usefulness of which extends far beyond the 

last theatrical run. It is a pity that this film, like other 

outstanding Warmer productions, is not to be available 
in 16mm for actual school use.” The whole field will 
welcome such a move if and when it comes. N.L.G. 

@ Reproduced here 

from Educational Screen Maga- 

zine is one of many raves accorded 

Warner’s educational aids for 

“Mark Twain.” ‘This can be re- 

printed or blown up direct. from 

pressbook to accompany other ma- 

terials described in these pages 

braries, etc. 

Here's What You Can Do Locally 
@ The same set-up as used 

in the Scholastic Magazine “Mark 

Twain Contest’ can be staged locally, 

with prizes promoted from local book 

stores. Contest entries should be in the 

form of essays or editorials on the influ- 

ence of Mark Twain on young America. 

School periodicals sponsor the contest 

and print winning essays. 

@ Arrange at the earliest 

possible occasion to present a preview of 

“The Adventures of Mark Twain’ for 

the educational leaders, civic leaders and 

key newspaper and radio reporters in 

your city. Their comments and endorse- 

ments should be widely used in schools 

and libraries and in your lobby. 

@ Suggest to the leading 

school authorities in your community 

that one school day be set aside as ‘‘Mark 

Twain Day,” with appropriate school 

ceremonies honoring the great American. 

Special arrangements for school chil- 

dren to see “The Adventures of Mark 

Twain” on that day may be set up. 

@ One of the neatest and 

most complete school tieups was made 

for the special advance Pittsburgh show- 

ing on the Warner circuit. You can fol- 

low this plan for local promotion. ‘The 

Pittsburgh plan included special reprint 

(in offset) of 5,000 copies of ‘“The Jump- 

ing Frog of Calaveras. County,” Mark 

Twain story, for distribution to every 

English class in the city, with teachers 

instructed to have students submit book 

reports on this story; distribution of 

5,000 brochures by the Board of Educa- 

tion throughout Pittsburgh schools; dis- 

tribution of Study Guides to all teachers; 

awarding of 50 free tickets to “Mark 

Twain” to students turning in the best 

book reports; poster and photo coverage 

of all school bulletin boards. 

ie. 
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Entertainment
? Certainly! For entertainment

 is 

our business — 2
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And that leadership is pased on this Company’
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One value is entertainment
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Full Page Ads 

Appearing Regularly in 

Leading National Magazines! 



66 . ++ a cinemaster-piece! Chockful of Americana, 

it is the personal history of a great author who dipped 

his pen in America’s heart. Fredric March is starrific!”’ 

——Walter Winchell, N. Y. Daily Mirror and Syndicate, 

‘A picture of great importance, a must on your 

movie list.”,—Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News 

‘Splendid and inspired entertainment which will P p 

pack cinema houses for months to come... . I recom- 

mend it to all kids—young and old.’’—Lee Mortimer, 

N. Y. Daily Mirror. 

22 ‘In the finest tradition of dramatic biography... . 

—Otis Guernsey, N. Y. Herald-Tribune 

“It’s an All-American picture. .. . Intensely inter- 

esting .. will please men and boys. . . . A memorable 

motion picture.”’ — Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- 

American 

‘This is screen biography at its best . . . a picture 

not to be missed.’’—Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun 

*‘Quite an eyeful and earful.”—John T. McManus, 

PM 

“I give a triple-A endorsement to Warner Bros.’ 

‘Adventures of Mark Twain’!’’ — Louis Sobol, N. Y. 

Journal-American and Syndicate 

LAUDED BY 

THE TRADE PRESS! 
. . Should click heavily “Biographical entertainment in the best Warner manner . 

at b.o.”—Film Daily 

“Here is a big scale effort and a big time show.”—Motion Picture Daily 

“Topflight . . 

pie... Grips all the way 

. Highly entertaining screen biography . . . As American as apple 

. A credit all around.”—Variety 

“Magnificent picture . . . Colorful, moving, exhilirating . Will earn heavy 

grosses as one of year’s foremost offerings . . . As screen biography superbly drama- 

tized, it has never been excelled and seldom approached.”—Daily Variety 

“One of those rare motion picture achievements that far surpasses even the warmest 

expectations . . . Enthusiastic word-of-mouth will be as tremendous factor in box- 

office success as stunning campaign already received from Warner organization.” 

—Hollywood Reporter 

“One of the year’s finest films . . . Will be recorded as one of the best biographical 

films of the industry by a pioneer company in this field . .. Everything about the 

production is first-rate, and it is a prestige picture of which the entire trade may 

well be proud.”—E-xhibitor 

“ce by 24 Has all the entertainment elements—sweep, action, suspense, comedy, romance 

and _ pathos!”—Bo.xoffice 

“Will keep building appreciation in patrons’ minds. An unforgettable experience.” 

—Showmen’s Trade Review 
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ACCLAIMED BY 

THE PAPERS! 
ys ae Ra 

Use these topflight notices for your 

own 40 x 60, blowing up direct from 

the pressbook for your lobby or out- 

front. 

HERALDED BY 

THE MAGAZINES! 
“Fredric March handles one of his most ex- 

acting roles with competence and charm. You'll 

like Mark Twain.’—Liberty Magazine 

“When River Pilot Twain steers his steamboat 

through blind fogs and over impossible shoals, 

something of the glory and the glamor which 

Twain captured in Life On The Mississippi 

comes to life on the screen. And... other authen- 

tic touches like the episode in which Mark ‘Twain 

and... bret Platte pit their bull-trogs... <inca 

hilarious jumping match .. . is several jumps 

funnier than Mark Twain’s The Celebrated Jump- 

ing Frog of Calaveras County.’—Time 

“Fredric March’s impersonation of Mark 

Twain is the finest performance of his brilliant 

career. For warm delightful entertainment, don’t 

miss this.”"—Movieland Magazine 

“A living, glowing picture.” —Modern Screen 

Magazine 

‘ oo » LOS as pleasant an-expertence ds. teaqine 

a warm, friendly volume by Twain himself .. . 

March is wonderful.’—Photoplay Magazine 



TWO MORE CONTESTS DESIGNED 

LOCAL 'TOM, HUCK AND BECKY’ 

CONTEST FOR SCHOOL KIDS 
TOM'S* SUNDAY SU 

BECKY'S SCHOOL DRESS 

4 overs 
i pin 

1S 

Dress — Appls Green 

fe Ye \ 

= 
Tucked: 

in 

long 

@ This type of contest was successfully tried 

in connection with the special advance showings of ‘““Mark Twain.” Illus- 

trated above is a simple, mimeographed circular showing artist’s con- 

ception of Twain’s three best-loved characters. 

Sponsor a local contest among schools to find those children who 

best represent Tom, Huck and Becky, offering War Bond prizes or guest 

seats to winners for special ‘“Schoolchildren’s Matinee.” Arrange for 

newspaper’s local Contest Editor to publish various school winners for 

specified number of consecutive days, having paper’s readers vote for final 

winners. Be sure to mention your playdate. Specifications for each character, 

and source, are as follows: 

Specifications for Tom 

Quotation from Paine’s “Biography of Mark Twain:’—(Vol. 1) 

“He was not particularly an attractive lad. He was not unusually tall for his years, 

and his head somewhat large for his body. He had a “great ruck”’ of light, sandy hair which 

he plastered down to keep it from curling; keen blue-green eyes and a fair delicate complexion, 

when not blackened by grime or tan.” 
Tom, according to Paine, was between ten and twelve when the character was set down. 

Grade Height W eight Hair 

5th or 6th 410” to 5/1” (approximately) 83 to 95 pounds Heavy and curly 

Specifications for Huck 

Quotation from Mark Twain’s ‘““Tom Sawyer,” Chapter VI:— 

“Huckleberry was always dressed in the cast-off clothes of full-grown men, and they 

were in perennial bloom and fluttering with rags. His hat was a vast ruin with a wide cres- 

cent lopped out of its brim; his coat, when he wore one, hung nearly to his heels and had the 

rearward buttons far down the back; but one suspender supported his trousers; the seat of 

the trousers bagged low and contained nothing, the fringe legs dragged in the dirt when not 

rolled up.” 
Huckleberry was a little older than Tom, slightly larger ‘and taller. 

Grade Height W eight Hair 

5th or 6th 4'11” to 5'2” (approximately ) 85 to 100 pounds Straight, scraggly 

Specifications for Becky 

Quotation from Mark Twain’s ‘“Tom Sawyer,”’ Chapter II] :-— 

“As he was passing by the house where Jeff Thatcher lived, he saw a new girl in the 

garden—a lovely little blue-eyed creature with yellow hair plaited into two long tails, white 

summer frock and embroidered pantalettes.” 
Becky should be the shortest of the group of three; according to Paine, very attractive. 

Grade Height W eight Hair 

5th or 6th 4'8” to 5’ (approximately ) 76 to 78 pounds Braids or long curls 

OLD FASHIONED BUGGY FOR 

EASY, EFFECTIVE BALLY 

@ Illustrated at right is the old-style 

horse and buggy used for street ballyhoo by the Warner 

Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn. in connection with the spe- 

cial advance showing of “Adventures of Mark Twain.” 

This type of bally is particularly well-adapted to the 

film, which recounts a good many turn-of-the-century 

sights and stories and in these days of gas rationing it’s 

a sound idea from the practical standpoint as well.- 

FOR FAMILY READER INTEREST 
Limerick Contest With 

Mark Twain Quotes 
Among the many great 

heritages left to America by Mark Twain were 

his pungent, thoughtful, humorous epigrams. 

They strike at the heart and core of what the 

common people think and feel. It is this uni- 

versality of appeal of Twain’s quotations which 

makes this suggested newspaper contest worthy 

of your newspaper’s fullest interest. The idea is 

this: Each day for six consecutive days the 

newspaper quotes one of Mark Twain’s more 

popular epigrams. Readers are invited to write 

a humorous or interesting limerick, using the 

quoted epigram verbatim somewhere in the 

limerick. 
For example: Mark 

Twain wrote in “T'wain’s Notebook”—“When 
you fish for love, bait with your heart, not your 

brain.” An illustrated limerick follows: 

In life, love 1s fresh as the rain 

We learn from the Notebook by Twain. 

He tells us from above 
“When you fish for love, 

Bait with your heart, not your brain.” 

Award guest tickets daily 
for the 10 best limericks submitted, with a grand 

prize of Twain books for the best limerick 
written during the six-day run of the contest. 

Newspaper publishes each daily epigram with 

a scene illustration from the picture and an 

accompanying feature story. 

A number of Mark 
Twain’s more popular quotations, from which 

you can build your contest, are quoted below: 

Every time a school was closed a jail had 

to be opened. Mark Twain Speeches 

Throwin’ mud ain’t arguin’. 
Tom Sawyer Abroad 

A nation is only an individual multiplied. 
Turning Point in My Life 

An uneasy conscience ts a hair in the mouth. 
Mark Twain in Eruption 

There is nothing comparable to a woman's 

endurance. Twain’s Autobiography 

Against the assault of laughter, nothing can 
stand. The Mysterious Stranger 

A full belly is little worth where the mind 1s 
starved. Prince and the Pauper 

If you tell the truth, you don’t have to 

remember anything. Twain's Notebook 

God can’t do all the work... we must help. 
Twain’s Notebook 



PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR 
TWAIN EPIGRAMS PROVIDE TIE-UP 
SLOGANS FOR CO-OP CAMPAIGN 

@ The popular epigrams of Mark Twain 
may be utilized to advantage along the lines suggested below for 
local cooperative merchant ads and window displays. In no case 
however is there to be an implied or stated endorsement of the mer- 
chants’ products by any of the stars of the picture. 

Book Stores: 
“My books are water, those of great 

geniuses are wine. Everybody drinks 
water.” 

Music Stores: 
“Music, that magician of magicians, 
who lifts his wand, and says mystert- 
ous words, and all things pass away 
and the phantoms of your mind walk 
before you clothed in flesh.” 

Florists: 
“Whatever a man’s age may be, he 
can reduce it several years by put- 
ting a bright colored flower in his 
buttonhole.” 

Beauticians: 
“Wrinkles should merely indicate 
where smiles have been.’ 

Private Schools: 
“Learning softens the heart, and 
breedeth gentleness and charity.” 

Hobby Shops: 
“We are called the nation of in- 
ventors.” 

Restaurants: 
“A full belly is little worth where 
the mind ts starved.’ 

nesses 

N. Y. FASHIONS 
FEATURE ‘TWAIN’ 

@In addition to 
a “Mark Twain” window 
display, New York’s Frank- 
lin Simon Department Store 
incorporated the film in a full 
page advertisement for cotton 
dresses (illustrated here) and 
held a special fashion show 

featuring these same Mark 

Twain “Mississippi Cottons.” 
Contact your leading depart- 
ment store or ladies fashion 
shop for a similar tie-up, us- 
ing stills from the film. Be 

sure to mention your play- 
date. 

ORGANIZE YOUR OWN LOCAL 
‘MARK TWAIN YOUTH CLUB’ 

The inspiration of Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn 
may well be revived at this time in an effort to help city authorities combat 
the rising tide of juvenile delinquency. Contact your own local important 
CIVIC organizations, such as the American Legion, Junior Chamber of Com- 
merce, Police Association or Kiwanis or Rotary Club, and suggest that they 
sponsor a “Mark Twain Youth Club” and provide the facilities for the 
recreation of youthful groups. Editorials, newspaper publicity, radio inter- 
views and the selection of a prominent athletic personality as Honorary Ad- 
viser would help launch such a club properly. Elected officers of the Mark 
Twain Youth Club may be invited to the premiere of “The Adventures of 
Mark Twain” as guests of the theatre. 
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FIFTH AVENUE WINDOWS 
SUGGEST LOCAL DISPLAY 

@ Setting an all-time record in 
the number of Fifth Avenue windows devoted 
to a single current film, “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain” had window tie-ups with five leading 
stores in connection with its advance New York 
showing. These were: W. & J. Sloane (illustrated 
above), Scribner’s, Franklin Simon, Doubleday 
Doran and F. A. O. Schwarz. 

The Sloane window reproduced faithfully Mark 
Twain’s study. Other displays might be based 
on well-known Mark Twain fictional characters, 
titles of his books, etc. 

INSURANCE 
PROMOTION 

@ This attrac- 

| tive 6-page folder fea- 

| turing “The Adven- 

| tures of Mark Twain,” 

was mailed by Lum- 

bermens Mutual Cas- 

ualty Company to 

more than 500,000 cus- 

| tomers, another ex- 

| ample of the many ROW PRIUS, 

RP MABK TWAIN | 

_tie-ups this film sug- rie March. First shesebag in 200 

ighont the country May 6, 184). 
_ gests. 

CEREMONY FOR LOCAL 
‘MARK TWAIN’ MEMORIAL 

There is hardly a city in the 
United States which does not have a memorial to 
Mark Twain—a statue, a bust in a library or Hall 
of Fame, a Mark Twain Street, a house or public 
building where Twain lived or lectured on his many 
lecture tours around the country. Arrange for a 
proper ceremonial to be held by local units of the 
Mark Twain Association, schools and women’s clubs 
at such a Twain Memorial. If it is possible, school 
children might present a tableau depicting one of 
the immortal scenes from Twain’s stories of Ameri- 
can youth. This ceremony, of course, should be tied 
in directly with the premiere of “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain” at your theatre. 



CIGAR INSTITUTE 
BOOSTS ‘TWAIN’ 

@ The Cigar Institute 

ee of America, Inc., in its Cigar Boos- 

ter, 4-page trade paper for the 

cigar industry, featured 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain” and enclosed with 

each copy a separate Mark 

Twain poster for window 

sticker or other display, 

for over 25,000 store win- 

dows throughout the coun- 

try. (Bath: © are 

left. ) 

cigar dealers and suggest 

that they write direct to the 

Cigar ‘Institute of America; Inc:, 

185 Madison Ave., New York 16, 

ING YY. tor: their’ “Mark “Pwain® 

poster to be displayed with ap- 

propriate stills from the film, being 

certain to mention your playdate. 

shown, 

Contact your local 

5S PAGES OF TWAIN 
IN ‘TRUE COMICS’ 

LOCAL WAR PLANTS 
HONOR ‘MARK TWAIN 

@With the cooperation of your 

local war plant, shipyard or plane factory, arrange to 

have a selected unit of production, such as a ship, plane, 

tank or landing barge, named “Mark Twain,” in honor 
of the man who has done so much to interpret and in- 

spire the kind of democracy we are fighting for. Ap- 
propriate ceremonies should be held, preferably in 

connection with a war bond rally, on opening day if 
possible. Newspaper and radio coverage of the event 
should be arranged, with prominent speakers invited 
to a preview of the picture. It might also be advisable 
to have the worker with the best record at the plant 
invited to the opening as a representative of his co- 

workers on the production line. 

TWAIN'S AMERICANA 
FOR LOBBY INTEREST 

@ Set up an exhibit in your lobby 
of all manner of memorabilia concerned with Mark 

Twain. These might include tokens of Twain’s visits 
to your city, old lecture programs, old newspaper clip- 

pings, original Mark Twain editions, programs and 

costumes of produced Mark ‘Twain stories in either 
legitimate, amateur or school plays. 

STU ee dies 

@ True Comics Maga- 
zine for children devotes five pages 

TWAIN WINS COUNTLESS [oo eee oe Ae 
HONORARY DEGREES range through local newsdealer to 

@ Check with your local col- purchase a number of copies of 

lege or university regarding the granting of an this issue for distribution in your 
theatre in advance of your play- 

date. 
Honorary degree to Mark Twain during his life. 
Twain has been thus honored by countless univ- 

sities. In the event such a degree had been con- 

ferred, publicize this fact widely, searching out 

all newspaper stories and photos concerning this 

event which may still be available. 

Insert special Mark Twain Her- 
ald (see p. 30 in this pressbook) 
in the spot where the Twain comics 
begin. Be sure you mention your 

playdate. 

YOUR ADVANCE CAMPAIGN 
‘MARK TWAIN’ 
INVENTORS’ RALLY 

@ Mark Twain once 
wrote that “America is a nation of 
inventors.” He himself believed in 
this so strongly he backed the first 

automatic type-setting machine, a 

fantastic creation, and lost his for- 

tune in this venture. That same ma- 
chine is now exhibited at the Sibley 

College of Engineering as “the cost- 
liest piece of mechanism for its size 

ever constructed.” Photographs 
showing the film’s duplicate mechan- 
ism are available on request to War- 

ner Bros. Campaign Plan Editor. 
Use these photos for a “Mark ‘Twain 

Inventors’ Rally” to be held in a 
prominent spot in town. The whole 
affair should be staged for humor, 

with prizes awarded for the silliest 
or most cumbersome inventions. 
Cover the event with newspaper 
photos and stories and radio inter- 
views. 

BEST PROPOSALS 
FOR 1-DAY CONTEST 

@ Young Sam Clemens 
saw a miniature photograph of 

Olivia Langdon owned by Livvy’s 
brother. He made up his mind right 
then to marry her some day. They 
were married eventually. This well 

known fact might serve as the basis 
for an interesting newspaper contest 

in which readers tell how they met 

their spouses. There could be hu- 
mor and human interest in such a 
promotion. Award appropriate 
prizes for best letters relating such 
unusual meetings or proposals. 

Stage Local 'Mark 
Twain Cavalcade 

@ Tom Sawyer, Huck 
Finn, Injun’ Joe, Becky, the 
Prince. andthe «Pauper, “tie 
Connecticut Yankee, Puddin’ 

Head Wilson — the beloved 
characters Mark ‘Twain’s writ- 

ing has endowed with immor- 

tality. You should strive there- 
fore to bring these characters to 

life again in a “Mark Twain 
Cavalcade” staged on your the- 
atre stage by the children of a 
local school. This pageant, 
complete with costumes, should 

serve as the ceremony surround- 

ing the proclamation of “Mark 
Twain Day” by the Mayor, 
dedicating this day to the youth 
of your city and the great in- 

fluence Mark Twain had on the 
youth of this nation. 



Fredric March 
As ‘Mark Twain’ 
At Strand Tonight 

(Opening Day Reader) 

As a welcome change from the 
crucial war news that is making 

history in the daily press and 
on the screen comes Warner 
Bros. classic film of Americana, 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” which opens today at 

the Strand. 
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ALEXIS SMITH 

Fredric March appears in 
the title role, which permits a 

wide range for his versatile 

talents, with lovely Alexis 

Smith co-starred as Olivia 
Langdon. 

The picture revives the saga 
of this country’s most beloved 
humorist—from his birth in 

1835 in a small town on the 

banks of the Mississippi, 
through his boyhood and adult 
life, past the turn of the century 
to his death. 

Not. the least interesting of 

the scenes is the 1863 frog jump- 

ing contest, the account of 

which in short story form as 

“The Jumping Frog of Cala- 
veras,’ inadvertently launched 

Twain on the road to literary 
fame. Warner Bros. took no 

chances on using amateur jump- 
ing frogs. Producer Jesse L. 
Lasky and Director Irving Rap- 

per sent to Angels Camp, Calif., 
site of the original contest and 

of its annual revival, for forty- 

seven expert jumpers and with 

them came Alfred Jermy, chair- 
man of the frog jubilee, to serve 

as technical advisor. 

The film boasts a long and 

impressive list of players with 

Donald Crisp playing the role 

of J. B. Pond, literary agent, 
first man to recognize Twain’s 
inherent genius and Alan Hale 

as Steve Gillis, Mark Twain’s 
mining partner in one of his 
less successful ventures. Also 
in the cast are C. Aubrey Smith, 
John Carradine, William Henry, 
Robert Barrat, Walter Hamp- 
den, Joyce Reynolds and many 
others. 

The production was adapted 
by Alan Le May, Harold M. 
Sherman and Harry Chandlee 

from the screen play by Mr. 
Le May. Max Steiner wrote the 
original music. 
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The Synopsis 
(Not for Publication) 

One night in 1835 Halley’s Comet flares through the sky 
and a son is born to the Clemens’ (Frank Wilcox and Kay 
Johnson) of Florida, Missouri, a small town on the banks 
of the Mississippi. 

Named Samuel Langhorne Clemens (later to take his 
place in American literature as Mark Twain), the child 
grows to boyhood against a Mississippi background. With 
two other boys— Tom Sawyer (Michael Miller) and 
Huckleberry Finn (Eugene Holland)—he rafts on the 
river, hunts for buried treasure and outwits imaginary 
pirates. So much a part of the boy is the river that event- 
ually it lures him away from his brother Orion’s (Russell 
Gleason) print shop and under the tutelage of Horace 
Bixby (Robert Barrat) young Clemens learns to navigate 
the Mississippi. Finally, grown to manhood, Clemens 
(Fredric March) qualifies as a full-fledged pilot and takes 
his own steamer down the river. 

Here Clemens meets Charles Langdon (William Henry) 
and falls in love with a photo of Langdon’s beautiful sis- 
ter, Olivia (Alexis Smith), vowing to himself he will one 
day marry her. To this end he goes west with Steve 
Gillis (Alan Hale) to make money in mining. 

At mining, Clemens is a failure. But he arranges a 
jumping contest between his frog and Bret Harte’s (John 
Carradine). This amusing contest later becomes the basis 
of Twain’s first contribution to American literature. Hesi- 
tating to sign his own name to the piece, he uses instead 
“Mark Twain”—words meaning “safe water” to every 
Mississippi River man. 

Efforts of an Eastern literary agent, Maj. Pond (Donald 
Crisp), to find Mark Twain are interrupted by the Civil 
War when Twain goes home to prevent his beloved Mis- 
sissippi from being blockaded. The war ended, at last 
Maj. Pond finds Twain and persuades him to lecture in 
New York where Twain finally meets and marries Olivia 
Langdon. With gentle prodding from her, Twain begins 
his writing in earnest. 

But the money Twain realizes from his writings is lost 
in bad investments—among them a publishing business 
which leaves him bankrupt. To pay his creditors, Twain, 
now an aging man with daughters, Susie and Clara, grow- 
ing to young womanhood, undertakes a lecture tour which 
covers every country on the globe. 

His debt liquidated, he joins Livvy in Italy to find her 
ill and near death. Their last days together are an idyll 
of tenderness. Before she dies Livvy knows the joy of 
having her husband acclaimed as the great man she always 
knew he was, when he receives an invitation to accept an 
honorary degree from Oxford University—the same honor 
bestowed on such other. “greats” as Wordsworth and 
Browning. 
With Livvy gone, Twain lives on in lonely fashion. One 

night in 1910, ill in bed, he chides his pet kitten for having 
grown up, wistfully complains to his daughter, Clara 
(Joyce Reynolds): “There’s nobody left for me to play 
with any more.” Clara, at the window, stands frozen. 
Across the sky Halley’s Comet once more streams clear 
and bright. She turns back to the bed—but Mark Twain’s 
eyes have closed forever. 

(Running Time: 130 minutes) 

Production Staff 
Jack L. Warner, Executive Producer. Produced by 

Jesse L. Lasky. Directed by Irving Rapper. Screen play 

by Alan Le May; adapted by Mr. Le May and Harold M. 

Sherman. Additional Dialogue by Harry Chandlee. All 

Fredric March Loses His Identity 

In ‘Adventures Of Mark Twain’ 
appears in 419 of the picture’s 
439 scenes and didn’t have a 
day off while it was in produc- 
tion, this would have _ been 
monopolistic enough. But Twain 
even moved in on his home life. 

When her husband started the 

When he finished his movie 
portrayal of Mark Twain, Fred- 
ric March found it necessary to 

steal a few days in which to 
become re-acquainted with a 
chap named Fredric March. 

For twelve weeks he saw very 

little of the March fellow, even 

in the mirror. He lost track of 
his personal interests, got be- 

hind in his reading and corre- 
spondence, and became sadly out 
of touch with his affairs. 

Ordinarily, March does not 
subscribe to the theory that an 
actor must live a character to 

bring him to the screen con- 
vincingly. He has an idea there’s 
an art called acting which makes 
that unnecessary. 

He, however, found the late 
Samuel Clemens a most posses- 

sive exception to the usual run 

of characters. From the time 
he started “The Adventures of 
Mark Twain,” there were only 
sleeping hours left for the real- 

life Fredric March. 

12 Hours by Day 

From six to six as the clock 
flies the daylight circuit, he was 
not only required to look like 
Mark Twain but to talk and 
think like him. Two, often three, 
hours in the Warner Bros. 

makeup department each morn- 
ing erased the last vestiges of 

Fredric March from his appear- 
ance. Eight, frequently nine and 
sometimes ten, hours of reliving 
Twain’s experiences and speak- 

ing in Twain’s voice, crowded 

March out of his thoughts. 

In view of the fact that he 

Es 

biographical material based on works owned or controlled 

by the Mark Twain Company, and the play “Mark Twain” 

by Harold M. Sherman, Music by Max Steiner. A Warner 

Bros.-First National Picture. 

Rousing Film On 
Mark Twain Comes 
To Strand Friday 

(Advance Theatre Reader) 

Warner Bros.’ new thrill- 
packed film about America’s 
most widely loved humorist, 

characterization, Mys. March 
suddenly discovered Twain 

When March came home in the 

evening he found the frau 

chuckling over the witty writ- 
ings of the man he’d been play- 

ing all day. “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” which recently com- 

pleted engagements at  ad- 

vanced prices in two hun- 
dred theatres throughout the 

country, will be offered at pop- 
ular prices beginning tomorrow 
at the Strand. Fredric March 
and Alexis Smith are starred 
in the Jesse L. Lasky produc- 
tion, which was directed by 
Irving Rapper. 

Every facet of Twain’s vib- 
rant adventurous life is depicted 

in the film. Against a _ pic- 
turesque background in a rapid- 
ly changing young country, the 
photoplay shows Twain as bare- 

footed boy, rafting Mississippi 
River explorer and pilot, repor- 
ter, mining prospector, lecturer, 
lover and literary light adored 

by the multitudes. 
Cast as “Livvy” Langdon, 

who becomes Mrs. Twain, is 
lovely Alexis Smith, last seen 
in “The Constant Nymph,” and 

featured among the outstanding 

list of supporting players are 
Donald Crisp, as a _ literary 
agent, and Alan Hale, as Steve 
Gillis, Twain’s mining partner. 
Alan LeMay, Harold M. Sher- 

man and Harry Chandlee are 

responsible for the adaption 
from the screen play by Mr. Le- 

May. The music was composed 
by Max Steiner. 
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Fredric March is cast in the title role in Warner Bros.’ film biography 
of one of America’s best loved authors, “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” 
which comes to the .......... Theatre on eee ee ee oe ee 
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Mark Twain Film At Strand Today 
Stars Fredric March, Alexis Smith 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” Warner Bros’ colorful 
and inspiring film of America’s 
most beloved literary genius, 

comes to the Strand today star- 

ring Fredric March and Alexis 
Smith. 

The production shows March 
as Mark Twain in four hundred 
and nineteen scenes, covering a 
period from his birth in a small 
town on the banks of the Mis- 
sissippi in 1835, through his ad- 
venturous boyhood and adult 
life, through the Civil War past 
the turn of the Century when 
death wrote finis to a brilliant 
career. Alexis Smith is cast as 
Olivia Langdon, the feminine 
lead. 

Irving Rapper, whose sym- 
pathetic guidance was respon- 
sible for “Dark Victory,” is also 
the director of this film. Fea- 

tured on the imposing list of 
supporting players are Donald 
Crisp, Alan Hale, C. Aubrey 
Smith, Walter Hampden, John 
Carradine, Bill Henry, Robert 
Barrat and Joyce Reynolds. 

Max Steiner composed the 
music for this Jesse L. Lasky 

production, adapted for the 

sereen by Alan LeMay, Harold 
M. Sherman and Harry Chand- 

lee from the screen play by Mr. 
LeMay. 

Ses 
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Alexis Smith appears in the leading feminine role opposite Fredric 
March in “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” produced by Jesse L. Lasky 
for Warner Bros. and coming to the .......... Theatre on .......... 

Boys Overseas 
Rate ‘Twain’ 
Film-Of-Month 

Servicemen in the Middle 

East War area rated Warner 

Bros.’ film “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” currently playing 

at the Strand, as the most pop- 
ular photoplay shown there 
during March. This was report- 
ed by the Army Overseas Mo- 
tion Picture Service in a letter 

to Warner Bros. 

This reaction to Hollywood’s 

latest fare is gratifying, for the 
film capital, conscious of its 

obligation to promote GI morale 
by providing tops in entertain- 

ment, has been doing just that. 

With this in mind, productions 
are shown overseas several 

months in advance of release in 

this country. One of the most 
recent of these is “The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain” starring 

Fredric March and _ Alexis 
Smith, supported by an impres- 
sive cast which features Donald 

Crisp, Alan Hale and others. 

The thrill-packed sequences 
of every colorful phase of 
Twain’s life on the American 

scene are just what the doctor 

ordered for our boys away from 

home. Irving Rapper lent his 
able direction to this Jesse L. 
Lasky production. 

Literary Humorist 
Makes Screen Bow 
At Strand Today 

(Opening Day Reader) 

The fascinating saga of Mark 
Twain, a typically American 

story of this country’s beloved 

and famous humorist, forms the 

background for the Warner 

Bros. film “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” opening today at 

the Strand. 
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FREDRIC MARCH 

Starring Fredric March in 
the title role, the picture tells 

of Twain’s boyhood against a 
Mississippi background and of 
his friendship with Tom Sawyer 
(Michael Miller) and Huckle- 

berry Finn (Eugene Holland), 

three rafting explorers of the 
river, who hunt buried treasure 
and imaginary pirate’s gold. The 
film goes along showing how the 
adventures of the river so in- 
trigue Twain that he is lured 

away from his apprenticeship as 

a printer, learns to navigate, 

becomes a full fledged pilot, 
takes his own steamer down the 
river, falls in love with the 

photograph of a beautiful girl, 

Olivia Langdon, played by co- 

star Alexis Smith, of his deter- 
mination to marry her, his quest 

for money to make this possible 

and of his recording of a frog 

jumping contest which inad- 

vertently launches him on the 

road to literary fame. 

Featured on the long and im- 

posing list of supporting players 

are Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, 

C. Aubrey Smith, John Carra- 
dine, Bill Henry, Robert Bar- 

rat, Walter Hampden and Joyce 

Reynolds. 

The film was directed by 

Irving Rapper, who may be re- 

membered for the excellent job 

he did with “Dark Victory,” 

and produced by Jesse L. Lasky. 

It was adapted by Alan LeMay, 

Harold M. Sherman and Harry 

Chandlee from the screen play 
by Mr. LeMay. The original 

music was by Max Steiner. 

Weather Predicted 
Despite War Bans 

“Rain today and tomorrow,” 

read the forecast in bold, black 

letters. Despite the ban on 

weather reports in the Southern 

California defense area, there 

were no objections from the 

censors. 

The forecast was posted on 

the Warner Bros.’ call board 

for “‘The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” the film currently 

showing at the Strand with 

Fredric March and _ Alexis 
Smith co-starred. The rain pre- 

dicted was artificially created, 

falling only inside the studio 

sound stage. 



‘Adventures of Mark 
Twain’ Now At Strand 
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark Twain. Fredric March and Alexis Smith are starred 
in Warner Bros.’ picturization of the life of America’s famous author, 
“The Adventures of Mark Twain.” The film, produced by Jesse L. Lasky, 
starts its engagement at the ....... 

(Current Theatre Story) 

At the most crucial period 
in our nation’s history since 

the Civil War when our service- 
men are fighting on foreign 
soil for the things which mean 

the perpetuation of the demo- 

cratic way of life, we warm to 

the wholesome American spirit 

of adventure which was in es- 

sence the life of that widely 

beloved humorist, Mark Twain. 

Warner Brothers, realizing the 
enormity of the task before 
them in endeavoring to bring 
such a revered personality to 
the screen, have spared no ex- 
pense in research so that as 

authentic a biography as pos- 

sible might be achieved. They 
have done just that with the 

film “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” currently playing at 

the Strand Theatre. The picture 
captures the whole roaring 

romance of America, her whis- 

pered tenderness and ringing 

laughter, in this story of the 
man who taught the world how 

to chuckle. 

March Portrays Twain 

Fredric March, who is cast 

in the title role, admittedly 

plays one of the most difficult 

parts in his varied career. This, 

despite the fact that he ran the 

gamut of emotions in “Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.” Aware 
of the perils of portraying a 

personality worshipped by mil- 

lions who have made an ex- 

haustive study of every facet of 

Twain’s personality and genius, 

he knew that any departure 

from a faithful characterization 

would without question leave 
him the ready target of their 
resentment. So, in preparation 

for his role, Mr. March spent 

a year reading biographies and 
talking to a group of persons 

who knew Twain well. He fin- 

ally deduced that no one— 

neither biographers nor literary 

historians—agreed on exactly 

what made Twain tick—but of 

one thing they were convinced 

—he was the greatest writer this 

country ever produced. 

Alexis vs. Mustaches 

Alexis Smith, who plays the 

leading feminine role opposite 

Mr. March, got a taste of what 
it is like to be wooed and 
kissed, by a heavily mustached 
suitor—and, according to those 

in the know and with due apo- 

logies to Fredric—she prefers 
her beaux clean shaven. Alexis, 

who has charm as well as 

beauty of the eye-compelling 
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variety, was last seen in “The 

Constant Nymph.” 

The picture covers the seven- 

ty-five year span of Mark 
Twain’s picturesque life—a saga 

of Americana from barefoot boy 

rafting the Mississippi, to lit- 
erary savant receiving Oxford 

University’s highest degree— 
with countless western adven- 
tures interspersed. Twain’s ex- 

periences as a miner, his meet- 
ing with Joseph Goodman, edi- 

tor of the Enterprise, and a 
somewhat fictionalized but high- 
ly amusing account of the in- 

spiration for the jumping frog 
story are included in detail. His 

reporting work in Virginia City, 
where sentences were often 
punctuated with pistol shots— 
and pistol shots meant murder 

—also receives passing atten- 
tion. 

Twain’s Words Timely 

Of timely interest are the 

words actor March, as Twain, 
speaks at the close of the 
author’s first lecture. They 

are an expression of the social 
consciousness, and the pride in 
America, that Mark Twain ac- 

quired as a working newspaper- 

man in the west. 

“T just want to say,” read the 
lines, “men will always vary in 

nature, race, creed and desires. 

There will always be the bel- 

ligerent and the oppressed. But 
in our country we can and must 
hold fast to our ideal of demo- 

cracy because we have made it a 

shining reality. Let us cherish 
our proud traditions of freedom 

and tolerance. Let us vow that 

our tolerance will never become 

indifference and our freedom 

never become license. Let us 
respect each other’s rights and 
defend with the pen if possible, 

or the sword if need be, our 
inalienable privilege to be a free 

people.” 

Boasting a consistently fine 

supporting cast in addition to 

its stars, the film features Don- 

ald Crisp, Alan Hale, C. Aubrey 

Smith, John Carradine, William 

Henry, Robert Barrat, Walter 
Hampden and Joyce Reynolds 
as well as literally dozens of 

others. 

Produced by Lasky 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain” was produced by Jesse 
L. Lasky and directed by Irving 

Rapper. Alan LeMay, Harold 
M. Sherman and Harry 

Chandlee were responsible for 
the adaptation from the screen 

play by Mr. LeMay. Max Steiner 

composed the original music. 

Beulah, the Mule, 

Was Stubborn—But 

At the Wrong Times 
Beulah, the mule, was living 

up to specifications. The movie 
script called for a _ stubborn 
mule. 

While 100 Warner Bros. tech- 
nicians and two actors waited 
and watched, Beulah did an 

Academy Award job of being 

stubborn. The only difficulty 
was that she didn’t properly 
time her performance. She sat 
wnen she should have stood, was 

firm as a rock on four strong 

legs when she was supposed to 

be squatting on her haunches. 

As pack animal for the min- 

ing expedition of Mark Twain 
and Steve Gillis, Beulah was 

playing a very important role 

in “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain.” At the moment, she 
was a more important performer 
than Fredric March and Alan 
Hale, the Mark Twain and Steve 

Gillis. March and Hale could 

only wait for her to be stubborn 

at the right time. 

They waited and the 100 tech- 
nicians waited with them while 
Beulah’s trainer patiently led 
her before the camera for the 
tenth time to the spot on a 

rocky trail where she was sup- 

posed to start being obstinate. 
Beulah obligingly took the re- 
clining balky stance. 

Beulah Acts Natural 

Director Irving Rapper whis- 
pered for action. Hale made a 
show of heaving at Beulah’s 
rear and March pretended to 
tug at her halter. Beulah 

promptly got up, being stubborn 

again. 
Hale said he had an idea. “If 

we make her think we really 
want her to get up,” he said, 
“she’ll probably stay down. I'll 
actually heave a bit, and Fred, 

you put some pressure on that 
halter. Not much, but enough 

to convince her.” 
It worked like a charm. While 

Hale heaved and March tugged, 
Beulah stayed seated. She 

seemed as firmly anchored as 
the rock of Gibraltar. Suddenly, 
she got up, and the actors sat 

down—hard. 
Director Rapper yelled to 

“print it.’ The falls were a 
perfect topper for the scene. 

March got up rubbing his 
posterior. “Never in my life,” 
he muttered “did I see such a 
stubborn mule.” 

Beulah blinked with what ap- 
peared to be a_ self-satisfied 

wink. Didn’t the script call for 
a stubborn mule? 

Fredric March 

Sings in Film 

The singing lessons Fredric 

March has been taking in New 

York through the past three 

winters show screen results at 

last, as the star sings for the 

first time in a film in a scene 

from “‘The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” in which he is co-star- 

red with Alexis Smith. The 

film opens Friday at the Strand. 

March sings the old Negro 

spiritual, “‘Swing Low, Sweet 

Chariot.” There is no concert 

atmosphere about it, as he sings 

only for Alexis Smith, the Mrs. 

Mark Twain of the Warner 

Bros. production. It is sufficient 

however, to acquaint movie 

audiences with the quality of 

his baritone voice. 

The only professional sing- 

ing March has done was in the 

summer of 1922, when he 

played the lead in the George 

M. Cohan musical, “Little Jim- 

my Jones,” in summer stock at 

Dayton, Ohio. The singing les- 

sons he has been taking in 

New York have been for per- 

sonal pleasure and as an aid 

for voice placement. 

Jesse Lasky Made 

His kilm Boner-Proof 
Fifty million Frenchmen could 

be wrong, but Jesse L. Lasky, 

pioneer movie producer, is bank- 

ing on it that half a dozen tech- 
nical experts can’t. 

When Lasky set out to make 
the life of Mark Twain as a 

picture for Warner Bros. he laid 
himself wide open to the flaw 

pickers. Twain happens to be 

not only America’s most famous 
writer, but one of the country’s 

most beloved personalities. He’s 

also the prime favorite of the 

analytical critics who dote on 
taking great characters apart 

and explaining what made them 

great. 

Fortified with the knowledge 
that even the analytical experts 

couldn’t agree on what made 

Samuel Clemens tick, Lasky 

went ahead with the script 

for “The Adventures of Mark 

Twain” on the basis of the 

voluminous biographical and 
autobiographical records he had 
obtained. He knows there will 

be brickbats along with the 

hoped for bouquets about the 

story and the development of 
the Twain character. But he did 
protect himself in the clinches 

on the technical angles. 

Great Precautions 

If the movie boner pickers 
who delight in finding three 
buttons on a coat that should 
have only two or spot anything 
wrong with the physical details 
of “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” they’ll do it over the 

eagle eyes of the most numerous 

array of technical experts ever 

assembled for a single picture. 

Dean of them all, and bearing 
the most imposing title—that of 
character designer—is Dwight 
Franklin, sketch artist extra- 

ordinary and student of the 

past. Along with an outstanding 

reputation in his specialized 
field, Franklin possessed the 
advantage of having known 
Twain as a _ neighbor. His 
mother’s home in Hartford ad- 
joined the Twain place, and as 

a boy, Franklin often saw and 

talked with the great humorist. 
Among the properties used in 
the movie are some of Twain’s 
actual possessions which had 
been given to Franklin by the 

author. 
Franklin’s task was to work 

in liaison with the Warner re- 
search department. He also 

sketched the character types to 

be used in the various sequences 

and it was up to the studio cast- 
ing department to meet his 
specifications. 

To give expert guidance on 
the Mississippi river steamboat 
scenes, Lasky imported Richard 

Lemen, a cub pilot from East 
St. Louis, Missouri. Young 
Lemen—he’s in his early twen- 

ties—brought to Hollywood an 

encyclopedic knowledge of river 
history and customs and a col- 

lection of several hundred photo- 
graphs of all the famous river 

boats since Sam Clemens him- 

self was a cub. 

Lasky Acts as Expert 

Producer Lasky is reasonably 
certain that Fredric March, his 

Mark Twain, handled himself 
properly as a river pilot, thanks 

to young Lemen’s expert in- 
struction. He’s dead certain that 
March correctly filled the bill 
as a tenderfoot gold prospector. 

For Lasky himself was the ex- 

pert on the gold digging scenes. 
Back in the days of the Alaska 

gold rush he joined the stam- 

pede, dug for dust in the Nome 
claims, and wound up _ broke. 
Lasky had no qualms about his 
technical instructions, because 

that’s the way Twain wound up. 

For the re-enactment of the 
jumping frog contest Twain 
made famous in his story, “The 

Jumping Frog of Calaveras,” 
Lasky brought Alfred Jermy 

from Angels Camp, California. 

Angels Camp, a mining town in 

the California Sierras, is the 

site not only of the original 

jumping frog contest but of its 
annual revival. As chairman of 
the Angels Jubilee, Jermy has 
been putting the frogs through 
their jumps for several years. 

When he came to Hollywood to 

help on the filming of the movie 
scenes he brought, along with 

his knowledge, 47 authentic 
Angels Camp jumping frogs. 

Latest, and possibly last, of 

the technical aides is Mrs. Mary 
Angel, mother of Heather Angel, 

the actress. Mrs. Angel was 
engaged to tell what should, and 

should not, be done when Mark 

Twain received his Doctor of 

Literature degree from Oxford 
University. As the daughter and 

the wife of Oxford dons, Mrs. 

Angel witnessed at least a score 

of those degree-conferring cere- 

monies. She remembers best of 

all the one in which the white- 

maned and genial Twain re- 

ceived his degree from the hands 

of Lord Curson, then chancellor 

of Oxford. 

Ethics, Not Taste, 

Vetoes Frog Legs 

During the filming of War- 

ner Bros.’ “The Adventures of 

Mark ~~ Twain,” co-starring 

Fredric March and_ Alexis 

Smith, now at the Strand, Pro- 

ducer Jesse L. Lasky turned 

thumbs down on the sugges- 

tion to give a frogs-legs dinner 

for the cast and crew at the 
completion of the frog jump- 

ing sequence in the film. 

Mr. Lasky said: “I never 

believed in biting the hand that 

feeds you, so why eat the frogs 

legs that jump for you?” 
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It was childhood experiences like this along the banks of the muddy 
Mississippi that gave rise to such Mark Twain classics as “Tom Sawyer” 
and “Huckleberry Finn.” Scene from the Warner Bros. film biography 
of America’s famed author, “The Adventures of Mark Twain” which is 
now playing at the .......... Theatre. 



March’s Mark Twain Role 
Presented Many Problems 

Fredric March seated himself 

on one of the hottest spots in 

Hollywood, by taking over the 
role of Samuel L. Clemens 

(Mark Twain) in the Warner 

Bros. picture “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain.” And it can 

be taken from March, himself, 

that the part was just about 
the most difficult he was ever 

handed. That, it might be added, 

includes the extremely difficult 

title role of “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde,” with which March won 

an Academy Award. 

As March explains, the assign- 

ment to bring to the screen such 

a generally revered personage 

as Mark Twain is one filled with 

perils and pitfalls. Millions have 
admired, even worshipped the 

great humorist. Every facet of 

his personality, every detail of 
his career, has been the subject 

of exhaustive study, and any 

unwitting deviation from a 

faithful characterization would 

inevitably set up the actor as a 
target for thea wrath of the 

multitude. 

This was soon demonstrated 

already to March. He never 

realized, he says, just how many 

fanatical Mark Twain disciples 

there were until it was an- 

nounced that he would play the 

title role in the picture. 

Deluge of Letters 

But the published announce- 

ment started a deluge of letters. 

They started pouring in. They 

came to the Warner studio by 

tne hundreds. All types of com- 

ment were included. A great 

many were convinced in advance 

that justice would not be done 
to their literary hero. 

Just about the time the deluge 
of mail started to come in, 

March began studying Twain’s 

life. When he had read a half 

dozen of the more authoritative 
books on the author, he really 

began to appreciate the magni- 

tude of the job. By the time he 
had read twice that many, he 
had begun to believe there were 
several Mark Twains. 

“The biographers and literary 
historians can’t agree,” March 

says, “on the Mark Twain char- 

acter and the factors that 
moulded his genius. On the phy- 
sical facts of his career and that 
he was the greatest writer 

America has ever’ produced, 

they’re pretty much in harmony. 

Beyond that they all have their 

individual theories.” 
At any rate, March did the 

best he could by way of prepar- 
ing for the important role. As 
he says, “I spent a year reading 

up on the role. I talked with 

scores of individuals who knew 
him well. I copied his manner- 

isms, and Pere Westmore, the 

makeup wizard, has given me 

his physical likeness. 

“T hope my characterization 
will please the majority of 
Twain enthusiasts. I know it 
won’t please everybody. Mark 

Twain himself couldn’t do that.” 
One big help for March and 

for producer Jesse L. Lasky and 

director Irving Rapper was a 
film of the author taken a few 
years before his death. It en- 

abled them to study Twain’s 

mannerisms, helped them _ to 
perfect the characterization. 

March’s 48th Picture 

The Twain picture is March’s 

48th. During the 14 years that 

he has been busy making those 
48 films, March has portrayed 

soldier, detective, actor, states- 

man, poet, pirate, scientist, min- 

ister, murderer, gentleman and 

knave—and now, that famed 

man of letters whose writings 
today are still accepted through- 

out the world as the very 
essence of youth. 

The actor since boyhood has 

been among the legion of Mark 

Twain admirers and he found 
the job of re-enacting the 
writer’s life the highlight of a 

career that has been anything 

but dull. “Jekyll and Hyde” 

posed the difficult problems of 

a dual personality and the weird 

makeup of Mr. Hyde. March’s 
“One Foot in Heaven,” in which 

he took the role of William 
Spence, the Methodist minister, 

gave him the greatest spiritual 
uplift that he ever experienced. 

But the prospect of trying to 
present Mark Twain as_ the 
writer’s readers expect to find 

him was almost “frightening,” 

March says. During twelve 

weeks of shooting the picture, 

March did not have a day off. 

The film is almost a one-man 

story, with March appearing in 

419 of its scenes, from boyhood 
when he played “pirates” on the 

Mississippi to adulthood when 
he was world-recognized as a 
great humorist. 

Twain Biography 
Born As Premium 

Researchers at work prepar- 

ing Warner Bros.’ “"The Ad- 

ventures of Mark Twain,” star- 

ring Fredric March and Alexis 

Smith, now at the Strand, dis- 

covered that a biography of the 

humorist was issued in the late 

Eighties by a tobacco company, 

a copy going with each package. 

The pamphlet measured only 

one and a half by two and a 

half inches, contained sixteen 

pages with a colored lithograph 

of Twain for the cover. It was 

believed to be the first bio- 

graphy of the writer. 
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Five of America’s literary greats—Harry Hilliard as John G. Whittier, 
Davison Clark as Henry W. Longfellow, Burr'Carruth as Oliver Wendel 
Holmes, Brandon Hurst as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Fredric March as 
Mark Twain—appear in this scene from Warner Bros.’ “The Adventures 

of Mark Twain,” now playing at the Saab gine ae aa Theatre. 

‘Mark Twain’ At 
Strand Is Warm, 
Human Life Story 

(Prepared Review) 

Warner Bros. adds another 
title to its long list of screen suc- 

cesses with the company’s cur- 
rent production of “The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain,” which 

opened yesterday at the Strand. 
It took those imaginative broth- 

ers, whose understanding of the 

public taste is nothing short of 
phenomenal, to bring the vig- 

orous, down to earth personality 

of the American humorist, who 

captured the hearts of millions, 

to the screen with all its natural 

verve and flavor. The Jesse L. 

Lasky production is fabulously 
lavish with a cast of one hun- 

dred and_ nineteen, starring 
Fredric March and _ Alexis 

Smith. Donald Crisp and Alan 
Hale head an impressive list of 

featured players. 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” which runs approx- 

imately two hours, is pictur- 

esque and of particular inter- 
est to lovers of Americana. 

Every phase of Twain’s color- 
ful career is entertainingly de- 
picted, in this not-to-be-missed 
photoplay. 

Mr. March is superb in the 

title role. Twain becomes a 

very warm, vital and human 
personality as portrayed by the 

actor. As the saga is unraveled 

and the many fascinating tan- 
gents of his varied career are 

shown, adventure-loving folk 

will enjoy every minute of it. 

The film shows Twain as a 

rafting Mississippi River ex- 

plorer, roving reporter, mining 

prospector and _ frontiersman 

avid for change, virile and 

witty—and also as the loving 
and tender wooer of Olivia 

Langdon, who becomes his wife. 

Twain’s misadventures in the 

field of investments, the lecture 
tour which made possible liqui- 
dation of his debts and the 
fame which he won for his lit- 

erary genius—go to make up 
one of the most human and 

diversified pictures that has 
come to the screen in many a 

day. 

The frog jumping contest 
sequence which Twain made 

famous and which inadvertently 

started him on the road to 

literary acclaim is particularly 

noteworthy, with the amphib- 

ious actors providing an im- 
portant part of the film. 

Lovely Alexis Smith brings 
a sympathetic understanding to 

the role of “Livvy,’” his wife, 

who gently prods Twain to 
undertake his writing career in 

earnest. 

Featured in the supporting 
cast are Donald Crisp, as Major 
J. B. Pond, literary agent, who 

first recognized Twain’s genius 

and burly Alan Hale as Steve 

Gillis, Twain’s mining partner. 

Both are convincing in their 

roles. 
Other featured players in the 

excellent array of talent War- 
ner Bros. assembled to round 
out the picture of Twain’s life 
all turn in fine performances. 
They are: C. Aubrey Smith, 

cast as the Oxford Chancellor 
who presents the University’s 

honorary degree to the humorist 

in recognition of his literary 

genius; John Carradine as Bret 

Harte, William Henry, who ap- 

pears as Charles Langdon, 
Livvy’s brother; Robert Barrat 

as Horace E. Bixby, under 
whose tutelage Twain learns to 
navigate and Joyce Reynolds, 
who plays Clara, the author’s 
daughter. 

Irving Rapper did an out- 

standing job of direction with 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain.” Alan LeMay, Harold 

M. Sherman and_ Harry 
Chandlee adapted the _ story 

from the screen play by Mr. Le- 

May and Max Steiner composed 
the original music. 

Robust Western Story In 
‘Twain’ Film At Strand 
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Alan Hale and Fredric March, the latter cast in the title role in “The 

Adventures of Mark Twain,” re-enact the jumping frog contest the author 

made famous in his story, “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras,” in this scene 

from the Warner Bros. picture coming 

(Advance Theatre Story) 

The gun-filled, fun-filled 

story of one American who was 

always ready to shoot the works 

comes to the Strand tomorrow. 

It’s Warner Bros.’ “The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain,” starring 
Fredric March and_ Alexis 
Smith. 

The film depicts the life of 
this country’s most beloved 

humorist—a vigorous, robust 

personality who became Amer- 

ica’s foremost literary figure. 

Covering a span-of years in- 
volving seventy-five wardrobe 
changes, believed to be an all 

time high, for his title charac- 

terization because of the color- 
ful and varied nature of 
Twain’s career, March por- 

trays the famed humorist as 

Mississippi River pilot, west- 

ern miner, frontier newspaper 

reporter, author, lecturer and 

world traveler. Not as numer- 
ous as the wardrobe shifts, but 

keeping pace with the passing 

years are March’s' makeup 

changes done convincingly by 

makeup wizard Perce West- 
more. During the shooting of 
the scenes, the actor expressed 
the hope that he would not have 
to have a change of mustache 
for every new costume. 

The picture, produced by Jesse 

L. Lasky, is distinctive for the 
record research job it entailed. 

Some seventeen hundred and 
fifty books and periodicals, the 

assemblage of twenty-three 

hundred and forty-five photo- 
graphs and the interviewing 

either in person or through let- 
ters of four hundred and forty- 

eight individuals were required 

to assure authenticity. The 

photographs collected included 

originals or copies of every 

available portrait of Mark 

Twain along with hundreds of 

pictures and articles ranging 
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all the way from Mississippi 
River steamboats to jumping 
frogs. 

Like the jumping frog of 

Calaveras, subject of his first 

nationally read story, Mark 

Twain covered a lot of terri- 

tory. Even his five and a half 

years in the west where, as a 

reporter, his budding genius 
developed —and where ability 
to handle a gun was often the 
difference between life and 
death—are recorded. 

The birth pangs of Twain’s 

best known books, the author’s 
passion for investing in ‘“‘new- 
fangled” inventions which con- 

tributed materially to his ulti- 
mate bankruptcy, and the round 

the world lecture tour by which 

he paid back his creditors one 
hundred cents on the dollar, are 

an integral part of the picture’s 
drama. The colorful background 

of his barefoot rafting days on 

the Mississippi are impressive. 

Above all, the love story of 
Mark Twain and Olivia Lang- 
don (his wife), played by lovely 
Alexis Smith, are highlighted. 

It is perhaps of more than 
passing interest to members of 
the newspaper fraternity to 
learn that one of the inventions 
which contributed to Twain’s 
financial downfall was a type- 

setting machine, which never 

worked. It was the granddaddy 

of the linotype machine of today. 

Featured among the impres- 
sive list of supporting players 

are Donald Crisp, most recently 
seen in “The Uninvited,” and 

Alan Hale, who appears in the 
current Warner comedy “Make 

Your Own Bed.” 
Irving Rapper is the director. 

The film was adapted by Alan 

LeMay, Harold M. Sherman 
and Harry Chandlee from the 

screen play by Mr. LeMay. The 

original music was composed 

by Max Steiner. 

Donald Crisp Chalks Up 
Ten Million For Uncle Sam 

When the war has ended, 

the film colony may feel justly 

proud of the part her members 

have played in furthering the 

Allied cause. Typical trooper is 

Donald Crisp, who is featured 

as Twain’s literary agent in 

Warner Bros.’ “The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain,” starring 

Fredric March and Alexis 

Smith, now showing at the 

Strand. 
Mr. Crisp recently completed 

a bond selling tour of nine and 

a half weeks, blanketed eastern 

and midwestern cities and is 

credited with having sold more 

than $10,000,000 worth of 

bonds. In recognition of this 

selfless service to his country, 

he holds a parchment citation 

bearing the signature of the 

Secretary of the Treasury, 

Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and 

the great seal of the United 

States. 



kredric March’s Imposing Record— 
Fourteen Years, horty-Light Films 

In fourteen years, Fredric 
March has appeared in exactly 
forty-eight motion pictures, and 
has played oppusite forty-one 
different feminine stars or lead- 
ing women. 

Three of those feminine stars 
are now dead. Several are no 
longer in pictures. A substan- 
tial number have subsequently 
married, been divorced, or be- 
come mothers during the years 
since they worked with March. 

Of his pictures, March has 
seen some become great box- 
office successes and take their 
places among the more endur- 
ing of the screen’s contribu- 

tions. He has watched others 
slip into the niche of comfort- 
able mediocrity as good program 
entertainers. He has been for- 
tunate in seeing few of his 
films flop. Among the few there 
is one he insists closed the 
Paramount eastern studios in 
Astoria. 

He has portrayed detective, 
soldier, actor, statesman, poet, 

physician, pirate, author, scien- 

tist, murderer and minister— 

been hero, scoundrel, vagabond 
and lover. 

Won Academy Award 

One of his pictures brought 
him an Academy Award for the 
best performance of the year. 
Others narrowly missed that 
mark. A few brought him un- 
merciful pannings. He _ has 
searcely known a dull moment 

in the whole fourteen years 

and forty-eight pictures. 
Jeanne Eagles, Lilyan Tash- 

man and Carole Lombard are 
the three deceased stars to 
whom March once made ardent 
cinematic love. He appeared 
with Miss Eagles in “Jealousy,” 

her last picture. Miss Tashman 
was one of his two leading 

ladies in “The Marriage Play- 
ground.” The other was Mary 
Brian, seldom active in films 
these days. Carole Lombard 
was his starring partner in 
two pictures, “The Eagle and 

the Hawk,” and “Nothing 
Sacred.” 

Ruth Chatterton was the 
feminine star of his first pic- 

ture, “The Dummy.” Clara 
Bow was the star of the sec- 
ond, “The Wild Party.” They 
have long been absent from the 

screen. Colleen Moore, Nancy 
Carroll, Anna Sten and Fran- 

cesca Gaal are among his other 
partners who have been at least 
temporarily lost to pictures. 

Was Nearly Teamed 

The nearest he has come to 

being “teamed” during his four- 
teen years was with Claudette 
Colbert. He has done four 

pictures with her — “Man- 

slaughter,” “Honor Among 

Lovers,” “The Sign of the 

Cross” and “Tonight is Ours.” 

The last two were consecutive. 

One of the great surprises of 
his career was having a girl 

named Smith as his starring 
partner. She’s Alexis Smith, 

who plays Mrs. Mark Twain, 
his wife, in his current Warner 

Bros. picture, “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain,” which is now 

playing at the Strand Theatre. 
An actress named Florence 

Eldridge has worked with him 

in three pictures, only one less 

than Miss Colbert. They’re 

teamed in real life. She’s Mrs. 

Fredric March. 

Sisters Were Leads 

Among his forty-one feminine 
leads, two have been sisters. 

Constance Bennett played op- 
posite him in “The Affairs of 
Cellini.” Joan Bennett was his 
heroine in “Trade Winds.” 

Greta Garbo, Katharine Hep- 

burn, Joan Crawford, Martha 

Scott, Loretta Young, Marga- 

ret Sullavan, Miriam Hopkins, 
Kay Francis, Norma Shearer, 

Sylvia Sidney, Ina Claire, Tal- 
lulah Bankhead, Mary Astor, 
Ann Harding, Olivia De Havil- 
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Fredric March is starred with Alexis Smith in the Warner Bros. pro- 
duction of “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” opening 

Theatre. March is cast as Mark Twain. coco eee cee 

land, Merle Oberon, Janet Gay- 
nor, Virginia Bruce, Betty 
Field and Veronica Lake are 
among the other screen beauties 

he has loved and won or lost. 
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” 

the picture that brought him his 
Academy Award, was the most 
difficult he has ever done. There 
were two reasons—the dual per- 
sonality he had to characterize, 
and the weird makeup of Dr. 
Jekyll. 

Second Hardest Role 

As the most interesting, and 
second most difficult of his 
forty-eight characterizations, 
he lists the current Mark Twain. 
Bringing as famous and gen- 
erally revered a real-life char- 

acter as Twain to the screen is 

at the 

a task filled with perils and 
pitfalls, he says. Both for that 
reason and the fact that he 
was a Twain devotee long be- 

fore he signed to do the part, 

he finds the job a highlight of 
an anything but dull career. 

The greatest spiritual uplift 
he ever derived from a picture 
came from “One Foot in 

Heaven,” in which he played 

the Rev. Spence. He says it did 
him more good than a_ book 
full of sermons. 

Learned Lesson 

The’ greatest lesson he’s 

learned from his screen ex- 
perience is that by taking ad- 
vantage of every moment and 
opportunity a lot of living can 
be crowded into fourteen years. 

Screen Star Offers 

Safe Driving Rule 

In case you‘re not up on 

your P’s and Q’s for safe driy- 
ing, you might take a tip from 

Alexis Smith, lovely co-star 

with Fredric March in Warner 

Bros.’ “‘The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” coming to the 

Strand on Friday. 

Miss Smith, an average wo- 
man driver who admits she 
seldom if ever thinks to look 

at her speedometer, has adop- 

ted an old police test for safe 
driving—and_ tire _conserva- 
tion. 

The Warner Bros.’ — star 

drives with an empty milk 

bottle on the car’s floor. If 

she drives too fast the bottle 
slides. If she starts or stops 
too suddenly, the bottle tips 
over. It’s just as simple as 
that. 

Miss Smith 
she lifted the idea from Homer 

confided that 

Garrison of Austin, 

State Police Director. 

Says Mr. Garrison: ‘This 
device has long been used as 
a test for smooth, safe driving. 
The only thing to be careful 
of is to place the bottle on 
the floor on the driver's right 
side. Otherwise it may _ inter- 
fere with operation of the car.’ 

Texas, 

Literary Greats 

Seen in Movie 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, John Greenleaf 
Whittier and Mark Twain ban- 
queted together at Warner Bros. 
studio recently. 

The occasion was the re- 
enactment of an historic birth- 
day dinner in Whittier’s honor 
for the movie, “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain.” Fredric March 
played. Twain, Davidson Clark 
was Longfellow, Burr Caruth 
portrayed Holmes, Brandon 
Hurst characterized Emerson 
and Harry Hilliard was Whit- 
tier, the guest of honor. 

In every physical detail, even 
to the seating arrangement of 
the distinguished guests, the 
movie re-enactment was faithful 
to the original banquet. It was 
the makeup of the literary 
greats that provided startling 
realism, however. 

“It’s positively ghostly,” di- 
rector Irving Rapper expressed 
the consensus. “T feel as though 
I were working with portraits 
who’d stepped out of their 
frames.” 

Setting Some Kind Of New Record, 
Jumping Frog Jumps Into Picture 

Movie fans have seen numer- 
ous pictures built around a 
horse or a dog, have watched 
chimpanzees, elephants and 
other animals—even the lowly 
gopher—featured in important 
scenes in others. Now comes a 
group of amphibious actors to 
play an important part in a film. 

The short story, “The Jump- 
Frog of ing Calaveras,” 

launched the 

| ous—and_ vice 
s versa —is re- 

fenacted in 

“The Adven- 

tures of Mark 

Twain.” 

Warner 
Bros. took no chances on us- 
ing amateur jumping frogs. 

Producer Jesse L. Lasky and 
Director Irving Rapper sent to 
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Angels Camp, Calif., site of the 
original contest and of its 
annual revival, for 47 expert 
jumpers and with them came 
Alfred Jermy, chairman of the 
frog jubilee, to serve as tech- 
nical adviser. Thus the modern 
jumping frogs of Calaveras be- 
came, temporarily, the jumping 
frogs of Calabasas—for this se- 
quence was made on location at 

the studio’s ranch at Calabasas. 

The jumping frogs incident in 
the life of Samuel Langhorne 
Clemens (Twain) took part be- 
fore his marriage, so Alexis 
Smith does not appear in this 
sequence in the picture. But 
very much in evidence, along 

with the frogs, are Fredric 
March as Mark Twain, Alan 

Hale as his mining prospector 
partner, John Carradine as Bret 
Harte, owner of the champion, 
“Dan’l Webster,” which they are 
challenging, and walrus-mus- 

tached Chester Conklin as the 
judge of the contest. 

The prop department argued 
it couldn’t supply enough flies 

and other insects to feed the 

Calaveras frogs at the Burbank 
studio, so they were taken out 
to Calabasas and dumped into 
a pond where they could forage 
for themselves, along with about 
40 ordinary, plebian frogs. 

Thus it was never definitely 
known whether it was Calaveras 
or Calabasas frogs which emu- 
lated the buckshot-laden “Dan’l 
Webster” and the one which out- 
jumped him in the final shots 
for the contest sequence. 

It seems that the Angels 
Camp jumpers reach the zenith 
of their prowess in a single year 
and new would-be champions are 
trained annually, so the Cala- 
veras frogs were allowed to re- 
main at Calabasas. Conse- 
quently, when the sequence was 
inished, someone suggested that 
a frog-legs dinner might be in 
order for co-stars March and 
Alexis Smith and others of the 
cast and crew. Lasky nixed that 
idea. 

“I’ve never believed in biting 
the hand that feeds you—so 
why eat the frog legs that jump 
for you?” he said. 

‘Tom Sawyer’ 
Rewritten For 
é ® j t 

Twain’ Film 
The opening paragraphs of 

one of the great books produced 

by an American are being meti- 

culously copied at the Warner 

Bros. studio in the same long 

hand in which they were orig- 

inally written. 

The page of decipherable if 

not-too-perfect script, as com- 

pleted thus far, reads: 
“Tom!” 

No answer. 
“Tom!” 
No answer. 
“What’s gone with the boy, 

I wonder? You Tom!” 
A great many lovers of Mark 

Twain will recognize in those 
phrases the opening’ chapter 

«2 “The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer,” even though few have 
probably ever seen them as they 

were originally put down in 
Mark Twain’s own handwriting. 

Fredric March will pen them 
—or appear to do so—in the 
Warner Bros. version of “The 
Adventures of Mark Twain,” 
which is being produced at that 
studio by Jesse L. Lasky, the 

man who planned and produced 
“Sergeant York” for this same 
company. 

But before March takes pen 
in hand to start one of the 

memorable literary ventures in 

the nation’s memory, G. T. Ellis, 

handwriting expert for the 
studio, will have those lines 
penned in an almost exact re- 

plica of the original, for use 
before the camera. 

March may start bravely on 
the first line, his hand in the 
camera and a pen in that hand 
and he may even be shown 

putting the final peculiar twist 
on the bottom of the letter “y” 

that was Mark Twain’s habit, 
but the finished page of manu- 
script, and many more to be 

seen briefly through the story, 

will be the work of G. T. Ellis. 
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Ellis is an “old hand” at the 
motion picture insert business. 

He recently completed perfect 

copies of the signature of George 
M. Cohan, on letters, sheet music 
and at the foot of famous con- 
tracts for “Yankee Doodle 
Dandy.” Not long before that 
he scrawled “John Hancock” for 
the camera at the foot of the 
Declaration of Independence for 
a short subject made under that 
name. 

Signing names is simple 
forgery for Ellis, who still signs 
only his own checks. The job 
of copying whole pages of Mark 
Twain manuscript, which will 
flow before the camera in only 

momentary montage sequences, 

is a more difficult matter, how- 
ever, and he has really per- 
spired over the job. 



Frog Jump Expert Imported 

To Hollywood For ‘Mark Twain’ 
Alfred Jermy, a tall, lean 

young man with a mountaineer’s 
stride, came down to Hollywood 

to show the movie folks how to 
stage a frog jumping contest. 

Mr. Jermy came from Angels 

Camp, a remote town in the 

California High Sierras where 

frog-jumping is not only a sport 

but a community tradition. Mark 
Twain started it all away back 

in the Sixties when he wrote a 

story about two city slickers 
taking most of the gold dust out 

of Angels Camp by beating the 

town champion with a common 

swamp frog. They filled the 

champ so full of buckshot he 
couldn’t budge and managed to 
get out of town without being 

filled with that same buckshot 
themselves. 

Angels Camp Jumps 

Since the late Twenties, the 

citizens of Angels Camp have 
gotten all the dust back and 

more by bringing the city slick- 
ers in to watch their annual 
frog jumping contests. Mr. 
Jermy has been chairman of 
these recent frog jubilees, and 

as the world’s outstanding au- 

thority on leaving batrachians, 
he was brought to Hollywood 

as a technical adviser by Jesse 
L. Lasky, the veteran movie 
producer. Mr. Lasky wanted all 

the Angels Camp trimmings for 
the frog jumping contest in his 
Warner Bros.’ picture, “The Ad- 
ventures of Mark Twain,” which 
co-stars Fredric March and 
Alexis Smith, opening tonight 
at the Strand. 

Mr. Jermy brought forty- 
seven Angels Camp frogs and a 

sense of humor with him. He 
needed the sense of humor to 
stand the frogs’ midnight chorus 
in his Pullman bedroom. 

Expert in Huddle 

Technical expert Jermy went 
into a huddle with Producer 
Laskv and Irving Rapper, direc- 
tor of the picture. 

“We’re having Mark Twain 
and Steve Gillis jump the com- 

mon swamp frog against Bret 
Harte’s champion, Dan’l Web- 
ster. Of course Mark doesn’t 
know Steve has filled Dan’l with 
buckshot.” 

Mr. Jermy waived that in- 
stance of movie tampering with 

Angels Camp tradition. He was 
there to supply technical details, 
not the scenario. 

“You'll need a parade,” he 
said. 

“With an old fashioned brass 

band,” suggested Producer 
Lasky. Before he became show- 

man extraordinary, Mr. Lasky 

was a brass band cornetist. 

“You need judges for measur- 
ing the jumps,” proceeded ex- 
pert Jermy, “and a head judge 
for making final decisions.” 

“We'll get good comedy char- 
acters,” declared Director Rap- 

per. “A great chance to work in 
some funny business when they 

measure the jumps.” 

Conklin Suggested 

“Chester Conklin is just the 
man for one of those parts.” en- 
thused Producer Lasky. “With 
his walrus mustache makeup.” 

“The judges should wear cos- 
tumes,” said Mr. Jermy. “Ours 

_ wear miners’ red shirts.” 

“We'll put ours in frock coats 
and top hats,’ decided Mr. 
Lasky. “Make them more pic- 
turesque.” 
“How about putting Mark 

Twain and Steve Gillis, that’s 

Fredric March and Alan Hale, 

on common scrubby horses and 

Bret Harte, he’s John Carra- 

dine, on a fancy high stepper, 
for contrast?” 

Mr. Lasky said that would 

be fine, but the frogs must be 

featured in the parade. 

“We'll have Chester Conklin 
ride a white mule and carry 
the two frogs,’ he declared. 
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The avid look in the eyes of Mark Twain (Fredric March, above left) and 
his mining partner, Steve Gillis (Alan Hale, above right) has nothing 
to do with Bret Harte’s (John Carradine, above center) literary in- 
heritance. It’s directed solely at the batrachian (frog, to you!) in the 
palm of his hand, which plays a solid part in Warner’s “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain,” opening tonight at the Strand, with co-stars Fredric. 
March and Alexis Smith. 
pa tend 

“He’ll have Brete Harte’s Dan’l 
Webster in a gilded cage, and 

Mark Twain’s scrub in a show 
box. For contrast.” 

The parade settled, expert 

Jermy went into details of how 
frogs jumped. He said in Angels 
Camp they put them down in 
a circle and let them hop for 
distance. Each entrant gets 

three consecutive jumps for his 
mark. 

“What if they don’t jump?” 
asked Director Rapper. 

“Sometimes they don’t,” said 
expert Jermy. “That’s why I 
brought forty-seven live ones 

from Angels with me.” 
“When they feel those camera 

lights, they’ll jump,” Producer 

Lasky predicted confidently. 
When technical adviser Jermy 

arrived at the location where 
the scenes were to be shot he 
found he had seventy-two frogs 

instead of forty-seven. His 
champs were hopelessly mixed 

with Hollywood frogs. 
“We need an extra long 

jumper to play Mark Twain’s 
frog,” Mr. Lasky said anxiously. 
Jermy reached into the tank 

and pulled out a whopper. He 
said he wished he could be sure 
it was an Angels Camp frog. He 

set it down and the frog took 

off with a magnificent bound, 
and followed with two more. 
Mr. Jermy’s eyes popped and 

Mr. Lasky called for a tape 

measure. The jump measured 
fifteen feet, ten and three quar- 
ter inches. 

Mr. Jermy said that was three 
quarters of an inch beyond the 
world’s record, but it wasn’t 
official because the frog hadn’t 
jumped from a regular ring. 

Record or no record, Mr. Jermy 
said when he got through with 

this job he was going back to 
Angels Camp and show the folks 
how Hollywood staged a frog 

jump. 

Lovely Alexis Smith, In 

Twain’ At Strand, [Is Dad’s Girl 
Alexis Smith, who estab- 

lishes herself more firmly in 

Hollywood’s stellar ranks in 

Warner’ Bros.’ forthcoming 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” opposite Fredric March, 

is her dad’s girl. 
She was named for him, in 

the first place, and her most 
interesting accomplishments in 
her chosen field of screen acting 
are aimed, primarily, at pleas- 
ing him. She is an only child, 

daughter of 
Alexander and 

t goes without 

he guiding 
Heenius of 

Alexis’ pres- 
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Alexis Smith her counsellor, 
comforter and “best friend and 
severest critic.” But it is her 
dad who seems usually to be 
uppermost in Alexis’ mind when 
she is figuring out the way she 
should play a scene in “The 
Constant Nymph” or “Gentle- 
man Jim” or any of her other 
pictures. 

It is her father whom she 
quotes on any and all subjects 

during any friendly arguments 
on the set and it is her father 
she worries about when her dog 

chews up the morning paper or 
digs into the Smith family’s vic- 
tory garden. The highest com- 
pliment she ever pays herself— 
and probably the highest in her 
own mental category—is when 
she reports that her father saw 
a picture in which she played 
a role and liked her in it. 

Alexis’ father is a master 
salesman and as such is prob- 
ably already pre-sold on his 
daughter’s work in pictures, but 

Alexis will spend any necessary 

amount of time and energy in 
an effort to please him par- 
ticularly. 

There have been other adven- 
turers—admitting, for the sake 
of analogy, that a Hollywood 
career is essentially an adven- 
ture—in the family from which 
Alexis stems. Her grandfather, 
Fred Smith, was a gold miner 
in South Africa. On her mother’s 
side, her grandfather, James 
Fitzsimmons, mined for gold in 
Alaska. Alexis is finding her 
gold, and very successfully, these 

days in Hollywood, which is a 

place about half-way between 

these other “fields.” 
Alexis and her father make a 

refreshing and uncommon com- 

Twain Expert's 

One Track Mind 

When Dick Lemon, Missis- 

sippi River steamboat expert 

from East St. Louis, Ill., arrived 

in Hollywood to act as special 

technical advisor for Warner 

Bros.’ “‘The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” starring Fredric 
March and Alexis Smith, now 

playing at the Strand, he found 
no one waiting to greet him. 

A representative of producer 

Jesse L. Lasky had missed him 

in the crowd. 

Hours passed and Lemon 

failed to report at the studio. 

Finally Lasky told his secretary 

he had an idea where Lemon 

could be found and suggested 

a certain hotel. The call was 

made and Lemon was there. 

The: hotel was the Mark 

Twain. 

Twain’s Genius 

Scored (In Film) 

On “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain” set at Warner Bros., 

Fredric March was getting a 
fine dressing down from Walter 
Hampden, who played his pros- 
pective father-in-law. 

“Sit down, Mr. Clemens—or 
Twain,” Hampden said. “I am 
told that you are supposedly a 

writer. Perhaps we here have a 
little different conception of 

what a writer is.” 

He pointed to well filled book- 
shelves in the library setting. 
“Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes : 
great shadowy names—like gods 

on Olympus. We think of those 
as writers.” 

The scene ended and Hamp- 
den stood chatting with March 
and director Irving Rapper. 

“T met Mark Twain once,” he 

recalled. “He came backstage. 

He looked exactly like the por- 
traits with which we are all so 

familiar. He told me how much 

he had enjoyed the play and 

my performance. It is one of 

the highlights of my memories. 

“T never thought then I would 

be belittling his genius as a 

writer—even in a movie.” 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” opening tonight at the 

Strand Theatre, co-stars Fred- 

ric March and Alexis Smith 
as Mr. and Mrs. Mark Twain. 

‘Mark 

bination in Hollywood, where a 
great number of young women 
anxious to see their names in 

lights venture to the picture 
capital with their mothers from 
homes that have been broken by 

deaths or divorce. Alexis has 

always lived at home, a member 
of the Smith family, sharing in 
its anonymity as well as in its 
family problems, economical, 
social and educational. 

Her turn to dramatics, which 
took place long before she ever 

dared suppose she would be 
noticed for motion picture work, 
was taken with her father’s 
knowledge and approval—after 
Alexis had convinced him in the 
ways that a daughter usually 

influences a doting father that 
such was the life she wanted to 
live and the career she wished 
to follow. 

For all her love and admira- 
tion for her father, Alexis is as 
feminine as any average twenty- 
year-old girl. She likes puns 
and dolls—when other children 
are playing with them—keeps a 
scrapbook and remembers favor- 
ite telephone numbers. She raids 
the family refrigerator at night, 
talks pig Latin and likes to 
color Easter eggs. 

Even so, it is a safe bet that 

Alexis is her dad’s girl—and is 
headed to full stardom with his 
blessing. 

Film Mother, 

Daughter, Only 

3 Years Apart 
It’s a wise observer who can 

tell mother from daughter on 

the Hollywood motion picture 

sets these days. Like Kipling’s 
Julia O’Grady and the colonel’s 

lady, the cinema mammas and 

the film daughters are more than 

apt to be sisters—under the 

greasepaint. 

A couple of former college co- 
ecs, not more than three years 

apart as the birthdays fall, met 

on the set of a two million dol- 

lar production not long ago. 

“Hello mom,” said the ex- 

U.C.L.A. co-ed to the former 
Los Angeles City College co-ed. 

“What’s cooking?” 

“Greetings, offspring,” replied 
the City College Alumnus to'the 
late Uclan. “The gas is burning 
and high drama is brewing.” 

Alexis Smith, 21, and Joyce 
Reynolds, 19, were exchanging 
social amenities before plung- 

ing into the serious business of 
portraying mother and daughter 

in the Warner Bros. production, 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” which co-stars Fredric 

March and Miss Smith. Before 
the picture was ended, Miss 

Smith was to treble her age— 

in makeup—Miss Reynolds to 
double hers. 

To the young ladies involved, 

there was nothing especially 
extraordinary about the mother- 
daughter relationship. They’d 
been around the _ studio long 
enough to consider it a normal 
part of the fabulous business 
of making motion pictures. 

As the beautiful, stately, and 
gracefully aging Olivia Lang- 
don Clemens and the blossom- 
ing Clara Clemens, their on- 
stage demeanor was unimpeach- 
ably correct. If daughter Clara, 
nee Miss Reynolds, was ever 

tempted to remind her mother 
they had been just three years 
apart in cutting classes, or to 

launch a discussion on the com- 
parative wolfing techniques of 

U.C.L.A. and City College men, 

she smothered the temptations. 
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“Honestly,” she confessed 
later, “I’d have been afraid to 

do anything like that. It would 
have seemed disrespectful.” 

Miss Smith admitted a similar 
experience in reverse. 

“T began to feel positively 
motherly toward Joyce,’ she 
said. “I’d find myself thinking— 

my, she’s a sweet child. Then 

I’d come to, and say to myself— 

child, my little finger! She’s 

practically as old as you are, 
you female Methuselah!” 

It’s enough to revive the old 
controversy about which comes 
first, the chicken or the egg. 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain” opens Friday at the 
Strand. 
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Bill Henry and Fredric March as America‘s famous author are shown 
in a scene from “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” the Warner Bros. 
picture which opens at the Theatre. 

Alexis Smith Discovers 

Movie Work Is No Picnic 
So you think that motion pic- 

ture players have all the fun, 

do you? That their lives are 
made up of beer and skittles, 
so to speak, and a continuous 
round of work that is fun and 
fun that is fantastic? 

Anyone who works with mo- 
tion pictures in Hollywood 

knows this isn’t so. It wasn’t 
so even in the “old days’ when 

silent picture companies were 

amused and entertained on the 

sets with orchestras playing 
soft music and when income 

taxes were low or even non- 

existent and a player could 

keep most of the salary he 
earned each week. 

It is even less true today, 

thanks to the increasing earn- 

estness with which producers 
tackle their assignments and the 

almost overwhelming  serious- 
ness of such directors as Michael 

Curtiz who tries to make every 
picture he directs another 

“Casablanca.” 
Any player who works 

through a picture for Mike— 

which is the name all players 

quickly learn to call Mr. Curtiz 
—knows, before he or she has 

finished the job that picture 
making is hard work. But Mike 
shares this reputation with 
other directors as well because, 

especially since the war has 
sobered and made serious all 
workers in Hollywood, picture 
making has become a vital part 

of American life and those re- 
sponsible for them feel totally 
new obligations to producers and 

public alike. 
Take Alexis Smith as an ex- 

ample. She preceded the Award- 
winning Jennifer Jones on 

studio star lists and was the 

first to stick to one of the three 
or four most common American 
names as her screen handle. Her 

full stardom came about at 

Warner Bros. through her work 
opposite Fredric March in 
“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain.” She found out then, as 
she had suspected before, that 

Hollywood stardom involves a 

lot of work, some discomforts 
and innumerable sacrifices on 

the part of the player who is 

winning, or has won, the right 
to be listed as a motion picture 

star. 

Miss Smith was_ guided 

through the multiple problems 

of “Mark Twain” by Director 

Irving Rapper, who had him- 

self come up the “hard way” 

by acting as dialogue director 

for the same above-mentioned 

Mike Curtiz. 
Regular studio employes re- 

ported at their desks, offices 
or work rooms at nine o’clock 
on the mornings when this pic- 
ture was being filmed. But 

Alexis, particularly in the later 
scenes when she had to be aged 
to match’ the white-thatched 
March as the famous humorist, 
reported to the studio gate at 
6:30 each morning and spent 

the next two hours in the make- 
up department having her face 
wrinkled, her hair grayed and 
her features etched with age. 

On other days, while she and 

March were playing the Mark 
Twain real-life love story 

through which she became his 

wife, Miss Smith was required 
to sit for long, tedious hours in 
the studio-made rainstorm, ap- 

pearing beautiful and desirable 
even though thoroughly wet and 
miserable. Very gently she sug- 

gests that any young woman 

who thinks it is easy might try 
it some rainy night on her own 
front porch. 

Still later in the story of 
Mark Twain, Alexis fades away 
with a serious illness and dies. 
This required more early morn- 

ing visits to the makeup depart- 
ment and more late nights 

studying her lines. All of this in- 
terfered greatly with her own 
romance with Craig Stevens 
which was, at the moment, very 

imvortant indeed. 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain” opens Friday at the 

Strand. 

Empty House Familiar, 
Admits Fredric March 

Donald Crisp and Alan Hale 
were ribbing Fredric March 
about the humorous lecture he 
was delivering for a scene of 
Warner Bros.’ “The Adventures 
of Mark Twain.” 

In the long shots, March ad- 

dressed a large audience. When 

the closeups were made, he spoke 

to vacant seats. The audience 

didn’t show and the atmosphere 
players were dismissed. 

“Even with Mark Twain’s 
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lines,” cracked Hale, “he can’t 

hold his crowd.” 

“Too bad,” sympathized Crisp, 
“for an-actor like you to play 

to an empty house.” 
“Well,” said March, “it isn’t 

like I’d never done it before. 

There was a play called ‘Yr. 

Obediant Husband.’ ” 
It was after the flop of “Yr. 

Obediant Husband” that March 
ran his now famous advertise- 

ment: ‘Oops—sorry!” 

Snob Was Butt 

Of Twain's Wit 

Mark Twain, whose life is 

depicted in Warner Bros.’ ‘The 

Adventures of Mark Twain,” 

which co-stars Fredric March 

and Alexis Smith and opens at 

the Strand tonight, liked to 

take pokes, directly or in- 

directly, at any ostentatious 

person. Nothing is a_ better 

example of this than his action 

when he registered at an Eng- 

lish countryside inn. 

Looking at the register, he 

saw that a new arrival signed 

himself, “John Dane and 

Valet.” Twain chuckled to 

himself, picked up a pen and 

then registered himself. 

When the new guest handed 

him the pen, the clerk turned 

the register around, glanced at 
the latest entry and read: 

“Mark Twain—and vyalise.” 

Fredric March 

Watches Own Birth 
It isn’t every man who can 

witness his own birth, so Fredric 
March hurried over from an- 
other Warner Bros. sound stage 

to take advantage of that unique 

opportunity when scenes show- 
ing the infant Mark Twain mak- 

ing his worldly debut were 
filmed. 

With other spectators on “The 
Adventures of Mark Twain” 
set, March, the adult Samuel 
Clemens of the Jesse L. Lasky 
production, saw his old friend 
and former stage associate, Kay 

Johnson, proudly caress a mite 
of humanity and heard her say 

to Frank Wilcox, her movie hus- 
band: “It’s another boy!” 

Seventeen -days-old Dennis 

Donnelly, a grandson of Pat 

O’Malley, silent screen star, 

acted the role of the infant 

Sam Clemens with complete 
unconcern. He yawned drowsily, 

finally became bored with the 

proceedings and fell asleep. 

432 Mark Twain 

Hotels in U.S.A. 

Returns of a survey con- 

ducted for Jesse L. Lasky re- 

vealed there are four hundred 

and thirty-two Mark Twain 

hotels in the United States. Not 

a one of the Union’s forty-eight 

states is without its quota of 

hostelries named after the great 

American humorist. But to the 

producer's surprise, the survey 

conductors failed to list a single 

Mark Twain motion picture 

theatre. Lasky asks: “How 

about it, exhibitors?”’ 

The Warner Bros.’ producer’s 

most recent film effort, ““The 

Adventures of Mark Twain,” 

co-starring Fredric March and 

Alexis Smith, is currently at the 

Strand. 

Saffron Mule 
All In Day’s 
Work For Him 

Mention of a “research man” 
invariably conjures up a schol- 
arly and imposing image. He 

wears a_ beard, preferably a 

Van Dyke. His pince nez is 

clamped precisely on the high 
bridge of his nose. His right 
thumb is earefully calloused 

from turning the pages of 

weighty, yellowed, authoritative 

tomes. He is a mine of informa- 

tion. 

As sworn and attested to by 
one of Warner Bros. research- 
ers, Francis Andrew, this men- 

tal image is far from correct. 
It is not authentic. Francis, 
himself, is a rangy man of six- 

foot-two. He has a cowlick. He 
is smooth-shaven. He does not 
wear any manner of spectacles. 

He rifles through pages expert- 

ly, without callousing or cutting 

any part of his hands. He flips 
carelessly through card files to 
put his expert finger on any 
bit of information, no matter 

how trivial, about the clothing, 

habits, and mannerisms of any 
man, woman, or child, either 

living, dead, or fictional. 
Donkeys stop him, however. 

Saffron-colored donkeys, any- 

how. 

The search for a saffron-col- 

ored donkey came about because 

Warner Bros. was doing a pic- 
ture about Samuel Clemens en- 

titled “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain.” Co-starring Fredric 

March and Alexis Smith, it is 
opening Friday at the Strand. 

Once, in Hannibal, Missouri, 
Sam Clemens rode in a cart 

drawn bv a vivid saffron-colored 

donkey. Being sticklers for au- 
thenticity, Warner Bros. insisted 
that Fredric March, who por- 

trays Mr. Clemens, ride in such 
a cart pulled by such an animal, 

and so commissioned Francis 

Andrew, who had supplied the 
fact, to run down his beast with 

the yellow hide. 

It took Francis Andrew ex- 
actly six weeks, four hundred 
and thirty-two miles of travel, 

and eighty-seven telephone calls 
before that donkey was found. 

To be perfectly frank, Mr. 

Andrew found his _ 5-year-old 

daughter riding this particular 
donkey around the tanbark of a 
pony ring in the vicinity of 

Beverly Boulevard and La 
Cienega. It was a_ decided 
shock. But Mr. Andrew signed 
the donkey up then and there. 

That is the way research men 
do research, and that is why 
film audiences will see Mr. 
Fredric March driving a real 
saffron-colored' burro through 
the streets of Hannibal, just as 

Mark Twain did it a good many 

years ago. The pity of it all, 

of course, is that the film is not 

in Technicolor. 

Still MT 60; Mat 203—30c 

Alan Hale struggles valiantly but in vain as his gold prospecting com- 
panion, Mark Twain (played by Fredric March), looks on. Scene from 
Warner Bros.’ picture, “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” coming 
RR et Bats to the .......... Theatre. 

Alexis Smith 
On Screen For 
Next 12 Months 

Alexis Smith will establish a 

new record for herself when 

Warner’s “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” in which she co- 

stars with Fredric March, opens 
Friday at the Strand Theatre. 

It’s a record few film stars, 

if any, have achieved. 

Begnining with the general re- 

lease of the film, and for the 

following 12 months there will 

not be a single day when Alexis’ 

blond beauty won’t be projected 
on some theatre screen  be- 

cause— 

Already completed and ready 

for release are four other films 

which she serves in varied but 

stellar capacities. These are: 

The Humphrey Bogart star- 

rer, ‘“Conflict;” “Rhapsody In 
Blue,” based 

on the life of 

the late com- 

poser, George 

Gershwin, and 

co-starring 
Robert Alda 
and Joan Les- 

lie; ‘Animal 

Kingdom,” in 
which she ap- 

pears with 

Ann Sheridan, 
Dennis Mor- 
gan, Jane Wy- 
man and Jack 

Carson; and “The Horn Blows 

At Midnight,” which finds her 

co-starred with Jack Benny. 

In establishing this record 

she appears on a total of 20,000 

feet of film, or on 320,000 sep- 

arate frames of film, each frame 

representing an individual 

photographic shot. 

That is a pretty heavy pro- 

gram for any young sar, but is 
not heavy enough to prompt 

Alexis to rest. She’s not the 

sort to rest on her laurels. That’s 
why she currently is before the 
camera, doing “The Doughgirls” 
with Ann Sheridan, Jane Wy- 
man, Eve Arden, Irene Mann- 

ing and Jack Carson. 

Alexis is her happiest when 

she is busy. It’s always been 

that way with her—at least 
since she was 10 and hailed as 

an exceptionally talented 

pianist. 

At 11 she added dancing and 
singing to her repertoire, and 
within two years was dancing 

in the Hollywood Bowl—a spot 

where only the great in talent 

are booked. 

At 16. she had won a state- 

wide declamation contest, doing 
a scene from “Elizabeth the 

Queen;” at 17 she was a co-ed 

at Los Angeles City College 

where her performance in “The 

Nivht of January 16th,” result- 

ed in a screen test. 

She passed that test—at 

Warrer Bros. Studio—but in- 

sisted on finishing her second 

vear of eolleve before embark- 

iro on an actress’ course. 

At 19, she was a film actress— 

end Jaunched on a busv vrogram 

of picture-making, beginning 

with an important assionment 

in “Dive Bomber,” which star- 

red Errol Flynn. 

From then on, it’s been one 

nicture on the heels of another 

for this 20-veav-old. blue-eyed 

daughter of Canada _ (birth- 

place: Penticton, B. C.). 

But she thrives on work— 

even at home. where no servants 

are employed. 

Now she’s trying to figure a 

wav to break some other kind 

ef record—and. being what she 

is. she’ll probablv do it. 

Besides Fredric March and 

Alexis Smith. the cast of “The 

Adventures of Mark Twain’ in- 

cludes Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, 

C. Aubrey Smith, John Carra- 

dine, William Henry, Robert 

Barrat, Walter Hampden, Joyce 

Reynolds and others. 

Mat 108—15c 
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U. S. Grant, 

Mark Twain, 

Meet in 1944 
General Grant sat at a bare 

desk in a dingy apartment. A 
plaid shawl was draped about 
his shoulders, a heavy blanket 
was drawn tightly about his 
knees. The stubbly beard cov- 
ering his square jaws, and his 
thinning hair, were white. He 
was a Grant the American 
people had never seen. 

Mark Twain sat near him in 
a straight-backed chair. His 
bushy, white hair ran riot over 
his head and overflowed his coat 
collar. His shaggy, drooping 
mustache at the moment was 
quivering in indignation. He 
was a Mark Twain the Amer- 
ican people had seen in count- 
less photographs. 

The Grant the public never 
had seen and the Twain it knows 
so well were holding a confer- 

ence for a movie scene. Fredric 
March, as Twain, was having 

another of his memorable 
meetings with a great man of 
the past for the Warner Bros. 

production, ‘The Adventures 
of Mark Twain,” opening Fri- 
day at the Strand and co-star- 

ring Alexis Smith. Joseph 
Crehan, a short, thickset. char- 
acter actor, was rounding out 
his portrait of General Grant, 
which has in past pictures in- 
cluded the victorious Union 
commander and the President 
of the United States, with the 
stricken, bankrupt but © still 
dauntless, aged hero. 

Twain Visits Grant 

In the scene, Twain had come 

to see the General about pub- 
lishing his book, the ‘Personal 

Memoirs of U.S. Grant,” which 
today still holds a place on the 
library shelves of so many 
American homes. 

The action was played in the 
interior of one of the faded 
old brownstone front houses on 
a studio street that has seen 
almost as much movie history 

as Mark Twain and Ulysses S. 
Grant saw real history. Through 
the ugly, square window of the 
General’s cheerless apartment, 
a dismal rain could be seen 
falling on the somber street. 

Obviously, Twain was shocked 
at finding a man who had been 
his own and the nation’s hero 
in such surroundings. 
“IT presume you’ve come to talk 
about my book?” the General 
asked. 

“Yes, General. I have come 
to talk about your book. You’ve 
had offers from other pub- 
lishers?” 

Quickly, Twain glanced 
through the documents the Gen- 
eral passed him. Finally he ex- 
claimed in indignation. 

“General, if you ever per- 
mitted yourself to sign such 
contracts as these! This is out- 
rageous!” 
“Why?” asked Grant, “isn’t 

that all I have a right to ex- 
pect?” 

“Right to expect!” exploded 
Twain. ‘General Grant—who 
has the right to expect more 

than you? In his own times, 
perhaps, General, no man is 
truly great but millions of chil- 

dren yet unborn will know and 

realize your greatness.” 
The rain outside drizzled to 

a stop. The are lights in the 
room were snapped off, leaving 

it in semi-darkness. The scene 
was ended. 

March leaned over to Crehan. 
“Twain and Grant,” he said, 
“what a pair! And what a meet- 
ing this one must have been! 

You know, Joe, playing scenes 
like these are a mighty good 
antidote for the ego. They re- 
mind us so forcibly of the dif- 
ference between a famous per- 
son and a celebrity.” 

Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, 
Walter Hampden and others are 
featured in the supportng cast. 

Alan Hale Imagination 

As Hot As The Weather! 
Scene: On location for the 

filming of Warner’s “The Ad- 
ventures of Mark Twain,’ co- 
starring Fredric March and 
Alexis Smith, and coming to the 
Strand on Friday. 

Heat waves shimmered over 

the snowdrifts and a dry wind 
rattled the icicles. 

Alan Hale wiped the per- 
spiration from below his fur 
cap, loosened the top button of 
his mackniaw and admitted the 
obvious fact that it was hot. 

“But not, he added hastily, 
“as hot as it was yesterday. The 

lizards were panting and the 
horses were fainting yesterday. 
The people? Well, most of them 
are actors. They’d rather be in 
the movies than be comfortable. 
And they wouldn’t be in the 
movies if they didn’t play winter 
scenes in summer.” 

He peeled off his mackinaw 
and undid a couple of buttons 
of his heavy flannel shirt. 

“Got to unlayer gradually,” he 
commented. “Bringing the body 

temperature down from 150 to 
120 degrees all at once is dan- 
gerous. Don’t worry, the cap is 
coming next.” 

“You know,’ he went on, 
“vou’d think those fool lizards 

would be sensible enough to 

hunt the shade instead of risk- 
ing sun stroke just to look at 
movie people. When Freddie 
March and I were digging 
through the shale under that 
snowdrift yesterday, a long 
black lizard sidled up to me. He 
was puffing and blowing and I 
asked him why in blazes he 
didn’t get under a tree and 
snooze. 
“Why don’t you?’ he comes 

right back at me. 

“‘Because,’ I answer, “I’m 
making a movie and getting paid 
for this. Fredric March and I 
are supposed to be looking for 

gold.’ ” 
“What would you do with it 

if you found it?’ the lizard asks. 

‘The government wouldn’t let 

you keep it. And why is that 
pardner of yours wearing that 
droopy lip dressing?’ 

“‘That mustache,’ I says, ‘is 
to make him look like Mark 
Twain. This picture is called 
“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain”.’ 

“‘Mark Twain,’ wheezes the 
lizard. ‘Seems to me I heard 
rumors of his death being great- 
ly exaggerated. But what’s this 

white stuff?’ 
“It’s supposed to be snow,’ 

I tells him patiently. This is 
Virginia City, Nevada, in the 
winter time.” 

“It is not,’ the lizard snorts. 
‘It’s the Warner Bros.’ ranch 
in Calabasas, California. I 
ought to know. I was born and 
raised here. And while I don’t 
know about that stuff called 
snow, any fool knows this is 
summer, not winter.’ 

“*You got me there, brother,’ 

I admit, ‘but this is the movies.’ 
“ ‘Silly business, I calls it,’ 

pants the lizard. 
“Can you beat that, coming 

from a lizard?” 
Hale was down to the top 

half of his woolen underwear 

now and looking speculatively at 
his thick corduroy trousers and 
high topped boots. “Can’t make 
it,” he decided sadly. “They'll 
be calling me any minute.” 

The California sun was blaz- 
ing down on the Nevada snow 
in rare mid-August form. Near 
the cameras, a corral horse 
drowsed in the shafts of a heavy 
dump cart. 

“See that horse?” asked Hale. 
“Well, he was one of those that 
fainted yesterday. Just flopped 

out cold. Well I runs over to 
him with a bucket of water. 

“I’m about to douse him with 
it, when he opens one eye and 
winks at me. 

“ ‘Hold your fire, kid,’ he says 
real softly. “‘I’m just playing 
possum. And for Pete’s sake, 
don’t tell anybody I’m a talking 
horse. I’ve got enough to do as 
it ae” 

Star Purchases 
Film Miniature 

So pleased was Alexis Smith 
with the miniature painting of 

herself as Mrs. Mark Twain 

which is used in Warner Bros.’ 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” that she has purchased 

it for her mother. 

The medallion, which has a 

prominent part in the film co- 
starring Fredric March and Miss 
Smith, was painted by Alex- 

ander Rosenfeld of Warner 

Bros.’ scenic department. 

“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain’ opens Friday at the 
Strand. 

Star Has Many 

Namesake Fans 
Alexis Smith, co-starring with 

Frederic March in Warner 
Bros. “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” which opens to- 

night at the Strand, wouldn’t 

change her name from plebian 
“Smith” to something more ex- 
citing when she won her War- 

ner’s contract. And now, a full- 

fledged star, she is happy and 
proud that she didn’t. 

“Nobody thought of it at the 
time,” she said. “It was just a 
matter of pride with me. But 
being named ‘Smith’ got me an 
enormous audience immediately. 

All the Smiths wrote fan letters. 
“And now look—” 
Alexis pointed to a sackful 

of newly received fan mail. It 
contained four hundred and 
fifty letters from soldiers—all 
named Smith. “Smith Clubs” 
have been formed at Fort Bragg, 
N. C., Denver (where there are 
hundreds of Wacs named 
Smith), Governor’s Island, and 
Kiska. And there are overseas 
Smiths who write regularly. 

Most amusing fan letter came 
round-robin fashion from a 
sergeant, two corporals and a 
buck private in Tunisia—all 
named Jones. 

“You’re the Smith whose name 
we’d most like to change to 

Jones,” they wrote. 

FURLOUGH BRIDES...FOR YOUR TROUSSEAU 
Are You A Girl Whose Wedding Date Is Dependent On G.|. Orders?... If So— 

You are bound to be an inspiration to 

your One and Only in this robin's egg 

blue chiffon and satin diaphanous neg- 

ligee worn by Alexis Smith. The graceful 

lines of this robe make it universally be- 

coming, even in the more practical fabrics. 

For thot Day of Days...Lovely Alexis 

Smith, who co-stars with Fredric March 

in Warner's “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” currently at the Strand, 

chooses this two piece petunia pink 

faille suit made with self covered 

buttons, a U-shaped neckline or- 

namented with roses in blended 

shades, a blush pink rough straw veil 

trimmed hat and matching gloves, 

Here Are 3 Items Of Bridal Finery Which You Can Assemble On Short Notice! 

For general use you will enjoy this wear- 

able soft green light weight wool suit 

easily adapted to different accessories. 

Here Miss Smith wears a chic brown rough 

straw hat trimmed in velvet. Matching 

brown accessories complete her costume. 

Write for Mat MT 301-B to Campaign Plan Editor, 

Warner Bros., 321 West 44th St., New York 18, N. Y. 

‘Mark Twain’ 

Director Awed 

By Hollywood 
A motion picture director on 

the set has almost as much au- 
thority as a ship’s captain out- 
side the three-mile limit. Some 
of them act as if they had the 

right to perform marriages and 
last rites for the dead. 

But, as Director Irving Rap- 
per is the first and maybe the 
last to admit, directors are often 

frightened. Mr. Rapper is 
frightened at the moment and 
would be chewing his nails ex- 

cept that he did that last week. 
He is almost as seared, he says, 

as he was the first time he came 

to Hollywood. 

Reason for his fright is the 

release of Warner’s new film, 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” co-starring Fredric 
March and Alexis Smith, open- 
ing Friday at 

the Strand. 

Mr. Rapper di- 
rected it. War- 
ner Bros.’ Stu- 

dio has great 

hopes for it. 
“Tt’slike 

dropping a 

a letter in the 
post office 
box,” says Mr. 

Rapper. “It’s 
so inevitable. 
You ean’t get 

it back. Noth- 
ing more I can do about it. The 
period between a picture’s com- 
pletion and its release are 

tough on the director. I always 

think of so many things I 

shouldn’t have done, and a lot I 
should have done, and I want 

to pull the whole show back and’ 
re-shoot it.” 

Actors and actresses have it 
easy, he says. If they give good 
performances, they can take 

bows. If they are bad—oh, well, 
it was a poor story, or they had 
a cold in the head, or the direc- 
tor was at fault. Most often the 
director was at fault. 

Rapper’s worst fright was in 
1934 when he came out to Holly- 
wood from Broadway, where he 
had directed stage plays, to 
direct for David O. Selznick. 

“I used to walk around the 
lot, and look in at the restau- 
rants, and see all those stars 
and directors and producers, and 
shudder. They made thousands 
of dollars a week, and I had felt 
lucky to be getting more than 
a hundred dollars a week in 
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Alan Hale 

nd I was afraid of them all. 
“I thought their conversation 

would be Olympian and grand, 
and I was afraid to butt in. 

“Finally I did butt in, on a 
conference between some direc- 
tors and producers. They were 
talking about truck gardening.” 

Still, Rapper didn’t like Hol- 
lywood. He returned to Broad- 
way at a third of his Holly- 

wood salary and stayed there 
until Warner Bros.’ fetched him 
out again in 1936. He became 

a dialogue director for four 

years. 
“Another frightening thing,” 

he said, “is your first scene. You 
meet new players, often with big 
names, and then you start direc- 

ting them. That first scene is 

important. It sets the key for 

your whole picture—your rela- 

tionship with your cast, that 

sort of thing. 

“Frightens me to death. 
That’s why I talk most of the 
“time.” 

Rapper wasn’t too frightened 
to make “One Foot in Heaven,” 
“The Gay Sisters,” “Shining Vic- 
tory,” “Now, Voyager,” among 

others. He has a solid row of 
hits. 

“Gosh,” he says, 

they’ll like this one.” 
The “Mark Twain” film has a 

supporting cast which includes 
featured players Donald Crisp 
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and Alan Hale. 
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His tour is a success; audiences everywhere laugh 
with the American humorist. Here, in Bombay, 
Twain sees his lecture advertised. 

Mark Twain cannot allow his debts to go unpaid. 
Though an aging man, he prepares to embark 

yon a prodigious globe-encircling lecture tour. 
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Mark Twain publishes General Grant’s memoirs. 
He turns over all profits to the ailing soldier, as 

‘esult is fozced into bankruptcy. 
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~ As a cub pilot under kindly Horace Bixby, Sam 
Clemens “larns” the river, soon knows every snag, 

_ bend and reef along its turbulent 1200\mile course. 
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Mark Twain was a devoted husband and father. - Mark Twain poses with four distinguished con- Sam Clemens speaks of Cooper Union. As “Mark 
yf his wife, Olivia Langdon, he wrote: “She — . temporaries. Front row (left to right): Long- Twain” he delights the world with an original 
sn’t her peer in Christendom.” fellow, Emerson; back row: Holmes, Whittier. blending of horseplay and horse sense. 
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The triumphal climax of Mark Twain’s life Mark Twain often composed in bed. The humorist 
came in 1907, when his name was ceremoniously who termed the report of his death “greatly exag- 
inscribed on the Roll of Honour of Oxford gerated” truly lives on in his imperishable books. 

University. 

Mark Twain, a poor business man, squanders a 
fortune on‘a costly, impractical typesetting 
invention. 

As a frontier reporter on Joe Goodman’s Virginia 
City (Nevada) Enterprise, Sam Clemens chron- 
icles a lusty chapter in American history — the 
Comstock silver run. 
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Fredric March 
As ‘Mark Twain’ 
At Strand Tonight 

(Opening Day Reader) 

As a welcome change from the 

crucial war news that is making 

history in the daily press and 

on the screen comes Warner 

Bros. classic film of Americana, 
“The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” which opens today at 

the Strand. 

Still MT 546; Mat 104—15c 

ALEXIS SMITH 

Fredric March appears in 
the title role, which permits a 

wide range for his versatile 

talents, with lovely Alexis 

Smith co-starred as Olivia 
Langdon. 

The picture revives the saga 

of this country’s most beloved 
humorist—from his birth in 
1835 in a small town on the 

banks of the Mississippi, 
through his boyhood and adult 
life, past the turn of the century 
to his death. 

Not the least interesting of 

the scenes is the 1863 frog jump- 

ing contest, the account of 

which in short story form as 

“The Jumping Frog of Cala- 

veras,” inadvertently launched 

Twain on the road to literary 

fame. Warner Bros. took no 

chances on using amateur jump- 
ing. frogs. Producer Jesse L. 

Lasky and Director Irving Rap- 

per sent to Angels Camp, Calif., 

site of the original contest and 
of its annual revival, for forty- 
seven expert jumpers and with 

them came Alfred Jermy, chair- 

man of the frog jubilee, to serve 
as technical advisor. 

The film boasts a long and 

impressive list of players with 

Donald Crisp playing the role 
of J. B. Pond, literary agent, 
first man to recognize Twain’s 

inherent genius and Alan Hale 

as Steve Gillis, Mark Twain’s 

mining partner in one of his 
less successful ventures. Also 
in the cast are C. Aubrey Smith, 
John Carradine, William Henry, 

Robert Barrat, Walter Hamp- 

den, Joyce Reynolds and many 
others. 

The production was adapted 
by Alan Le May, Harold M. 

Sherman and Harry Chandlee 
from the screen play by Mr. 
Le May. Max Steiner wrote the 
original music. 
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The Synopsis 
(Not for Publication) 

One night in 1835 Halley’s Comet flares through the sky 
and a son is born to the Clemens’ (Frank Wilcox and Kay 
Johnson) of Florida, Missouri, a small town on the banks 
of the Mississippi. 

Named Samuel Langhorne Clemens (later to take his 
place in American literature as Mark Twain), the child 
grows to boyhood against a Mississippi background. With 
two other boys—Tom Sawyer (Michael Miller) and 
Huckleberry Finn (Eugene Holland)—he rafts on the 
river, hunts for buried treasure and outwits imaginary 
pirates. So much a part of the boy is the river that event- 
ually it lures him away from his brother Orion’s (Russell 
Gleason) print shop and under the tutelage of Horace 
Bixby (Robert Barrat) young Clemens learns to navigate 
the Mississippi. Finally, grown to manhood, Clemens 
(Fredric March) qualifies as a full-fledged pilot and takes 
his own steamer down the river. 

Here Clemens meets Charles Langdon (William Henry) 
and falls in love with a photo of Langdon’s beautiful sis- 
ter, Olivia (Alexis Smith), vowing to himself he will one 
day marry her. To this end he goes west with Steve 
Gillis (Alan Hale) to make money in mining. 

At mining, Clemens is a failure. But he arranges a 
jumping contest between his frog and Bret Harte’s (John 
Carradine). This amusing contest later becomes the basis 
of Twain's first contribution to American literature. Hesi- 
tating to sign his own name to the piece, he uses instead 
“Mark Twain”—words meaning “safe water” to every 
Mississippi River man. 

Efforts of an Eastern literary agent, Maj. Pond (Donald 
Crisp), to find Mark Twain are interrupted by the Civil 
War when Twain goes home to prevent his beloved Mis- 
sissippi from being blockaded. The war ended, at last 
Maj. Pond finds Twain and persuades him to lecture in 
New York where Twain finally meets and marries Olivia 
Langdon. With gentle prodding from her, Twain begins 
his writing in earnest. 

But the money Twain realizes from his writings is lost 
in bad investments—among them a publishing business 
which leaves him bankrupt. To pay his creditors, Twain, 
now an aging man with daughters, Susie and Clara, grow- 
ing to young womanhood, undertakes a lecture tour which 
covers every country on the globe. 

His debt liquidated, he joins Livvy in Italy to find her 
ill and near death. Their last days together are an idyll 
of tenderness. Before she dies Livvy knows the joy of 
having her husband acclaimed as the great man she always 
knew he was, when he receives an invitation to accept an 
honorary degree from Oxford University—the same honor 
bestowed on such other. “greats” as Wordsworth and 
Browning. 

With Livvy gone, Twain lives on in lonely fashion. One 
night in 1910, ill in bed, he chides his pet kitten for having 
grown up, wistfully complains to his daughter, Clara 
(Joyce Reynolds): “There’s nobody left for me to play 
with any more.” Clara, at the window, stands frozen. 
Across the sky Halley’s Comet once more streams clear 
and bright. She turns back to the bed—-but Mark Twain’s 
eyes have closed forever. 

(Running Time: 130 minutes) 

Production Staff 
Jack L. Warner, Executive Producer. Produced by 

Jesse L. Lasky. Directed by Irving Rapper. Screen play 

by Alan Le May; adapted by Mr. Le May and Harold M. 

Sherman. Additional Dialogue by Harry Chandlee. All 

Fredric March Loses His Identity 

In ‘Adventures Of Mark Twain’ 
When he finished his movie 

portrayal of Mark Twain, Fred- 
ric March found it necessary to 

steal a few days in which to 
become re-acquainted with a 
chap named Fredric March. 

For twelve weeks he saw very 

little of the March fellow, even 

in the mirror. He lost track of 
his personal interests, got be- 
hind in his reading and corre- 

spondence, and became sadly out 

of touch with his affairs. 

Ordinarily, March does not 
subscribe to the theory that an 

actor must live a character to 

bring him to the screen con- 

vincingly. He has an idea there’s 

an art called acting which makes 
that unnecessary. 

He, however, found the late 

Samuel Clemens a most posses- 

sive exception to the usual run 

of characters. From the time 

he started “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” there were only 

sleeping hours left for the real- 
life Fredric March. 

12 Hours by Day 

From six to six as the clock 
flies the daylight circuit, he was 

not only required to look like 
Mark Twain but to talk and 

think like him. Two, often three, 

hours in the Warner Bros. 
makeup department each morn- 
ing erased the last vestiges of 

Fredric March from his appear- 

ance. Eight, frequently nine and 
sometimes ten, hours of reliving 

Twain’s experiences and speak- 

ing in Twain’s voice, crowded 

March out of his thoughts. 

In view of the fact that he 

appears in 419 of the picture’s 

439 scenes and didn’t have a 

day off while it was in produc- 

tion, this would have been 

monopolistic enough. But Twain 

even moved in on his home life. 

When her husband started the 

Fredric March is cast in the title role in Warner Bros.’ film biography 
of one of America’s best loved authors, “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” 
which comes to the .......... Theatre on .:......... 

biographical material based on works owned or controlled 

by the Mark Twain Company, and the play “Mark Twain” 

by Harold M. Sherman, Music by Max Steiner. A Warner 

Bros.-First National Picture. 

Rousing Film On 
Mark Twain Comes 
To Strand Friday 

(Advance Theatre Reader) 

Warner Bros.’ new thrill- 

packed film about America’s 

characterization, Mrs. March 

suddenly discovered Twain 

When March came home in the 

evening he found the frau 

chuckling over the witty writ- 

ings of the man he'd been play- most widely loved humorist, 
ing all day. “The Adventures of Mark 

Twain,” which recently com- 

pleted engagements at  ad- 

vanced prices in two  hun- 

dred theatres throughout the 

country, will be offered at pop- 

ular prices beginning tomorrow 

at the Strand. Fredric March 

and Alexis Smith are starred 

in the Jesse L. Lasky produc- 

tion, which was directed by 

Irving Rapper. 

Every facet of Twain's vib- 

rant adventurous life is depicted 

in the film. Against a pic- 

turesque background in a rapid- 

ly changing young country, the 

photoplay shows Twain as bare- 

footed boy, rafting Mississippi 

River explorer and pilot, repor- 
ter, mining prospector, lecturer, 

lover and literary light adored 

by the multitudes. 

Cast as “Livvy” Langdon, 

who becomes Mrs. Twain, is 

lovely Alexis Smith, last seen 

in “The Constant Nymph,” and 

featured among the outstanding 

list of supporting players are 

Donald Crisp, as a literary 

agent, and Alan Hale, as Steve 

Gillis, Twain’s mining partner. 

Alan LeMay, Harold M. Sher- 

man and Harry Chandlee are 

responsible for the adaption 

from the screen play by Mr. Le- 

May. The music was composed 

by Max Steiner. 

Still MT 539; Mat 204—30¢ 
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Mark Twain Film At Strand Today Boys Overseas 
Stars Fredric March, Alexis Smith 

“The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” Warner Bros’ colorful 
and inspiring film of America’s 
most beloved literary genius, 
comes to the Strand today star- 
ring Fredric March and Alexis 
Smith. 

The production shows March 
as Mark Twain in four hundred 
and nineteen scenes, covering a 
period from his birth in a small 
town on the banks of the Mis- 
sissippi in 1835, through his ad- 
verturous boyhood and adult 
life, through the Civil War past 
the turn of the Century when 
death wrote finis to a brilliant 
career. Alexis Smith is cast as 
Olivia Langdon, the feminine 
lead. 

Irving Rapper, whose sym- 

pathetic guidance was respon- 

sible for “Dark Victory,” is also 

the director of this film. Fea- 

tured on the imposing list of 

supporting players are Donald 

Crisp, Alan Hale, C. Aubrey 

Smith, Walter Hampden, John 

Carradine, Bill Henry, Robert 

Barrat and Joyce Reynolds. 

Max Steiner composed the 

musie for this Jesse L. Lasky 

production, adapted for the 

screen by Alan LeMay, Harold 

M. Sherman and Harry Chand- 

lee from the screen play by Mr. 

LeMay. 

Alexis Smith appears in the leading feminine role opposite Fredric March in “The Adventures of Mark Twain,” produced by Jesse L. Lasky 
for Warner Bros. and coming to the 

Rate ‘Twain’ 
Film-Of-Month 

Servicemen in the Middle 
East War area rated Warner 
Bros.’ film “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” currently playing 

at the Strand, as the most pop- 

ular photoplay shown there 

during March. This was report- 
ed by the Army Overseas Mo- 

tion Picture Service in a letter 

to Warner Bros. 

This reaction to Hollywood’s 

latest fare is gratifying, for the 

film capital, conscious of its 
obligation to promote GI morale 
by providing tops in ‘entertain- 
ment, has been doing just that. 

With this in mind, productions 
are shown overseas several 

months in advance of release in 
this country. One of the most 
recent of these is “The Adven- 

tures of Mark Twain” starring 
Fredric March and Alexis 

Smith, supported by an impres- 
sive cast which features Donald 

Crisp, Alan Hale and others, 

The thrill-packed sequences 
of every colorful phase of 

Twain’s life on the American 

scene are just what the doctor 
ordered for our boys away from 
home. Irving Rapper lent his 
able direction to this Jesse L, 

Lasky production. 

Mat 205—30c 

PP ewer be Theatre on .......... 

Literary Humorist 
Makes Screen Bow 
At Strand Today 

(Opening Day Reader) 

The fascinating saga of Mark 

Twain, a typically American 

story of this country’s beloved 

and famous humorist, forms the 
background for the Warner 
Bros. film “The Adventures of 

Mark Twain,” opening today at 

the Strand. 

Still MT $41; Mat 101—15¢ 
FREDRIC MARCH 

Starring Fredric March in 
the title role, the picture tells 

of Twain’s boyhood against a 

Mississippi background and of 

his friendship with Tom Sawyer 

(Michael Miller) and Huckle- 

berry Finn (Eugene Holland), 

three rafting explorers of the 

river, who hunt buried treasure 

and imaginary pirate’s gold. The 

film goes along showing how the 

adventures of the river so in- 

trigue Twain that he is lured 
away from his apprenticeship as 

a printer, learns to navigate, 

becomes a full fledged pilot, 

‘takes his own steamer down the 

river, falls in love with the 
photograph of a beautiful girl, 

Olivia Langdon, played by co- 

star Alexis Smith, of his deter- 
mination to marry her, his quest 

for money to make this possible 
and of his recording of a frog 

jumping contest which inad- 

vertently launches him on the 

road to literary fame. 

Featured on the long and im- 

posing list of supporting players 

are Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, 

C. Aubrey Smith, John Carra- 

dine, Bill Henry, Robert Bar- 

rat, Walter Hampden and Joyce 
Reynolds. 

The film was directed by 

Irving Rapper, who may be re- 

membered for the excellent job 

he did with “Dark Victory,” 

and produced by Jesse L. Lasky. 

It was adapted by Alan LeMay, 

Harold M. Sherman and Harry 
Chandlee from the screen play 

by Mr. LeMay. The original 
music was by Max Steiner. 

Weather Predicted 
Despite War Bans 

“Rain today and tomorrow,” 
read the forecast in bold, black 

letters. Despite the ban on 

weather reports in the Southern 

California defense area, there 
were no objections from the 

censors. 
The forecast was posted on 

the Warner Bros.’ call board 

for ‘The Adventures of Mark 
Twain,” the film currently 

showing at the Strand with 

Fredric March and Alexis 
Smith co-starred. The rain pre- 

dicted was artificially created, 

falling only inside the studio 

sound stage. 
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